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X l f E O B Ï Ï O T I O I
1Tho two of thi© ‘thosl© doal with (a) tho
©omplet© struotmral ©lucidatioa of soyasapogonols B and D 
and (b) the ohomistxy of 8omo Qompound© deriwd from lupoolo 
betBlin^and betulinio aeid hj dohydrogenation with moromrle 
aootatQo All of thos© oompomdo belong to the pentaeyolio 
o Igso of trit©rponoid@ and m o m  ©peoifioally to the ol@anan© 
and lupan© suh-*gronpo rospootivoljo
i*h© trit©2?p©n€-&id© are a, class of natural products 
whioh havQ boon isolated from a wide range of vogotahl© 
materialp ehoop wool wajip f u n g i f i s h  oiXo This class of 
©ompounda warn originally defined as th© tritorpenesp 
consisting of hydrocarbons and ossygox&ated hydrocarbons whose 
molecular 8?ml@ton was made up of thirty carbon atoms derivable 
from mi% isopron© units o In order to accommodate sovoml. 
r e c e n t l y  d i s c o v e r e d  com pound®  s h o w in g  d e f i n i t e  t r i t e r p e n e
È
characteristics but containing thirty on© carbon atoms3 this 
group of natural products is now classified under the more 
general t o m  of the triterpenoids o
With the exception of the hydrocarbon squalen© (I) 
all triterpenoid® are polyoyclic compounds and the majority 
are pesitaoyalic or tetracyclic^ They may be classified in 
throe main groups according to the nature of thoir carbon 
s k e le t o n s o
(e.) îS®Jflailiao.JSSlE--
Besides tho aliphati© Ijydroaarbonj) squalen© p this
8
group ©ontaina the tricyclic alcoholp amhreirip and the 
tetrmeycll© diolp onooerln (MX) which is unique in the 
trlterpoBold field bacaus© it has a oompletely aymmetrleal 
mol©©uioo Another noteworthy feature is that onocerlm has 
r e c e n t l y  h m n  a y n t h o s is o d o
(b) The Tetracyclic Groupo
The members of this group ©how a close s'truotuml
rolationshlp to the steroid©o Subdiviaion of the totraoyelic
group la baaed on two structural type© which diffor in the
configuration at position® 15® 14 and IJp and are exemplified
by lanosterol (XX) and ©uphol (XXX)o A ready differentiation
can bo made botwoon derivatives of the two series from the
0
charactoriatie molecular rotation changes which accompany 
the formc&tion of the corresponding 7 p9(ll)««di0ayl derivatives
and also from the significant differonc©® in the positions
@
of the ultraviolot maxima of these diencso
Some naturally occurring member® of the lanostorol 
series are listed as follows
lanosteroli, agnosteroXj, parked^ eburiooio aoidp the polyporonic 
acids A and 0  ^ pinicolic acidp eyelourtenolo cyololaudenolp 
oyelo-orysterolj oyoloeucalonolt 21-hydro3cylanosta«?g9(Xl)çg4-
9 Y
«>trien«-5^on© g g 2 l-dihydroxylanosta-7 » 9 ( 11 ) ç 24*-trions and
A asid Of thea©p the fungal a©ids ar© mostly
eomppunds and oycloemealenol has reoontly he®n ^ hom
G
to lo© 4p«d©m©thyl*=^24“®©thylen©05rcloartanoXo Gyeloartonolp 
©yololamdonolp eyolo-»oxyst@roX and oyoloeuealenol ©aoh 
&ontatn a ©yolopropano ring and ar© therefore pentaoyclieo 
Howeverp boaaus© of their ready conversion to lanosterol 
derivatives they are included in the tetracyclic groupe.
(II) (III)
1%© ©uphol group contains ©upholp euphorbe1p 
©lemadienoli© acidp-.mastic#di©nonic acid® butyrosperraol and 
tirucallolo Although tirueallol is classified undçr the 
©uphol cub-'group it differs from e uphol in the ©tereoohemimtry 
of tha centre at Bipterooarpol and th® dammar realm
trit©rponoids are alco regarded as members of the ©uphol sub-* 
g r o u p o
(c) tt©'  ' «333nxœcmfiW=;;i
Sub“*divlsion of this group is based on five different 
types of carbon skeleton which occuro îh© largest of th©s©
IK
Buh^ gx^ QVL-pB i© that haa^d om the in^ teopas*honi> ©loanan© (!?}: 
amd p o a t a ia e  mi%0h e o m p o m id a  (
h0d®rag0îiâ.g4p ©oyasapogenol© Ap B and Gp and ha®sl© aoido
Also included in this group are taraxerolp friodclinp ccrin^
and glutinonep all of i?hioh ar© roadilj ©onverted into
dérivâtivos of the oloanan© typOo Certain aspects of the
chemistzgr of the oloanan© group will he dealt with in the
following section when some reactions of the soyaeapogenole
as?© oonsiderodo 5?h© total synthesis of o3eana«^llpIg( 18) =»di©n©
3. â
has r e c e n t l y  he© n  reportedo
Closely related to the oleanane group is the group 
hased on the hydrocarbon ursane (?)^ Included in the uraane 
suh<T^group ares-
€?«*amyrinp p<-bos\7ellic a©id g uvaolp breinp quinovic aaicl^  and 
bauerenolo Phyllanthol is also included in this aeotion 
although it contain® a cyclopropane ring and is therefore 
hesacyolieo Its classification in the ursane group is on 
account of it© ready conversion”to an ^«amyrln derivativeo
(?)
ÏDhe third groupg based on the hydrocarbonp lupane (VI)p 
is of spooial mot# hocaus# the second section of this thesitg 
is eomeerned with eompomids derived from lupeoX (Vila)g hetuXim 
(?XIb)^and b©tulimio acid (Villa)^ three mombers of th© lupam© 
groupo Stollatogenin (IX) and thurherogenin (X) are also 
derivatives of Xupano and are not©worthy as they are matmraXly 
ooourrisig lactones » Only two other triterpenoid laotones
havQ been isolated from natural productsp napoly, dumortisri-»
10  1C
genim and luoernie acido ®he structure of the.latter 
compound has not yet been established but the presence of a 
Y^lactone has been deduced from the band at I770 cmo in the 
infrared speotrumo Shurberogenin was of particular interest 
to the author as its properties showed a marked similarity to 
those of the laotom# (XIa) derived from betuliaic acid by thm
action of merouri© acetate<, ^h© two other members @f the
3.6
lupane group are g5«-hydrosyb©tulim and 3Pp20«*dihydro^y°
1 7 -
lupanOo Extracted from rowan bark (Sorbus auoaparia) and from 
the fruits of the Osag© orange (Maolura pomifera) respectivoly^ 
those recently discovered triterpen®0 have b^en allocated the 
structures (XIl) and (XIIl)o
(VII)(a) H - OE9
H ® OH^
(X)
a) H
(b) R
(c) R
OH5 R'= H 
OAc? R '«  H
0Ao§ Me
NO
Ô
HO
(Xl)(a) R = OH?(b) R - OAc (XIl)
The fourth group is hased on the hydrooarhon 
taraEastane (XXV) whieh differs from ursane (v) only in the
18 0
stereochemistry at positions 18, 19, and 20* Included in
S 0
this group are tax^azasterol (XVh), arnidiol, and tarascastone 
(XVa)s the last named compound being the only polycyoli©
(
t3£’it©rp©a©ld which has h©on reported as ooeurriag
81
naturalljo" li’aradiol has been related to T “tara3sast©n© 
which maj also "be regarded as a memhor of this group
©ixjo© it is derived' from tarasasten® hj reaction with mineral 
aeido^ Th© acid iaom©risati6n ©f lupanon© (X¥Il) to 
^«mm^renono (X¥IIï) is vorj similar and will ho dealt with 
more f^llj in th© theoretical section (Tmhl©
) R  ™
D
(XVII) (XVIII)
In r©o®?jit years the stmdy of th© trit©rp®n©s ^eorln 
and î^drosïyhopanon© has led to th© recognition of a a©w 
sul>«gronp of pentaejeli© trlterpenoids based on the hydrocarbon, 
gwaaceranè {%!%)<> fhe triterponos of this group hav© not been 
related to any of th© other groups but it is poeeibl© to 
derive thorn from squalen© which' can b© regarded as the
precursor of all pentacyclic and totraojclie trltorpenes, 
HydroEyhopanon© and seorin ar© th® only pentacyolic 
trit©rp®n©s which retain th© intact earbon skeleton ©f 
squalen© io©o no migration of a^ial methyl groups ©r hydrogen 
atoms is a©c©ssary during th© postulated cyclisation from a 
squalen©id typ© precursoro In th@ ensuing section on the 
hiogonosis of the trit©rp©noids the formation of those unusual 
compotmds ie discuesodo
®h© Biogonosio of the Sritorponoids«
It was first notod by Channon^^ that when rat® wor® 
fod with squalen© the amount of oholOsterol in thoir liver 
was markedly increaoado Guided by this observationp Hobinaon 
postulated that squalen© might bo the biogeneti© precursor 
of ©holestorol on the grounds that squalen© comprises the 
©omplot© molecular skeleton of cholesterol plus a further 
thro© carbon atomeo Robingon also suggested that the 
cyclisation took place from squalen© folded as in Figo A 
followed by loss of three methyl groups from positions 
and 14»
Robinsonhypothesis was apparently substantiatod
88  P0f3
by the ©s^porimental evidence of Bangdon and Bloch who
showed that squalen© is an intormodiat© in the biological
©^yath©8ip of (II) and als© that aoetie aeidp vhtoh
is th© ps*inoipal oarh©m soui^® in ©halest©^®! s^nth©sisp is 
a ps?©0m?s0s? of sqiaal©n©o Smoh a c^rclieation schom® o omM Is© 
©ompletoly s'oooneilod with tho hith©2?to known distribution
38
■of a@©tet© earbon in eh©I@st®rol on the assumption that
îiSS»®N.^
c— 0 
G
©aoh i0opr©n© unit of squalen© contained thro® methÿ-l and two 
oarboxjl carbon atoms of ao©tat© arranged as in Figo Go
■ However g using epiandrostorone obtained from iso«» 
topically lab®,11®d dih^rdrooho 1©sterol g Woodward and Bloeh^^ 
M t o  shown that the ©arbon atom at position 13 is derived 
from the mQthjl ©arbon of a©©tat©« This ©on©lusion was lat©r
SQ
©onfirmod IndependentIv by Oornforth ot alo The sohom©•*• • \tf trmf7tT-y% caftrsr»
suggested by Robinson was therefor© invalid so Woodward and 
0 8
llooh proposed an alternative mode of oyolisation from 
squalen©p folded as in ?lg Bo and involving- the migration 
@f methyl.groupso Substantial evideno© for this sohem© hae
1 0
boea supplied by several workers whose eoiahinod rosulto
h m o  ©stahlishod the origin of all the carbon atoms In 
©holesterol from ©ithor the methyl or the oarhossyl carbon of 
acetateo These results agree completely with Woodward®s 
proposed schema which also explains the part played by 
lanosterol in the biogenesis of steroids « Moreover the fact 
that methyl group migrations take place during the cyclisation 
offers a rational explanation for the non-conformity of 
lanosterol with the classical isoprene rul©o
In order to aooommodato lanostorolj, eupholf, fri®d©ling 
ac^amyriup taraxasterol and many other compounds which do not 
follow the classical isopren© rule Husieka and hie fellow 
worker® formulated th© co biogene tic is opr on© rule®® which so, 
far ha© no exceptions in the tritorpenoid fieldo ïïsing th© 
hlogon©tic isopren© m l ©  it is possible to derive those 
compounds which are ©xoaptions to the classical isopr©no rule 
from conforming Intermediates « Th© above postulates arc of
great significanoe because it is now possible to derive similar 
mode© of oyolisation for all groups of triterpenes starting 
from a squalen© type precursor and using accepted mechanisms 
based @a Wagnor-Heerwein type rearrangementb (Table l)o
It ha© been established that natural squalen© occurs 
the all-tran© isomer and also that synthetic squalen©g which
II
differs from natnrml squal®n@ im the positions of the doubl®
81
"bondsp oannot b© Goxwortod biologically into eholesterolo 
It is now recognised that the a11^trana configuration and i 
natural arrangement of ©thjlenic linkages in squalen© are 
essential for th© postulated eyolisationo Tehan and Bloch 
have also established that squalen© is not transformed into 
lanost©rol in the abseno® of oxygen and have therefore 
suggested that the reaction sequence is initiated bj attack of 
activated molecular osEygen at a terminal double boado
Only the cyclic members of th© squalen© group of 
triterpenes p ambre in and onooo'rin (X%I% are formed by 
simultaneous cyclisation from both ends of the squalen® (l) 
chaino
V\
(XXI)
In all, other eases the initial attack at one end @f 
the molecule is followed by cyclisation in on© of thr©© 
different ways « îh© first route loads-to lonosterol (ll) 
thence to cholesterol (XX)p both of which may b© derived teem
- ' r
the ©ation (XXII) by the meehamlsm Bhomx in Table 1= It ham 
been postulated that (XXIl) Is formed from squalen# (l) by 
concerted oyelisation of rings A and Bp immediately followed 
by oloBure of rings 0 and B thus giving rise to the known 
atereoohemlatry of the steroids and the lanosterol groupo 
The oarbonlum ion (XXIII)' may be regarded a© th© 
preoureor of the majority of pentaoycli© triterpenes and of 
the omphol group of tetracyclic tritorpanoSo It can be 
derived from squalen® by synchronous formation of rings Ap Bp 
Cg and Do The rout© to ©uphol (III) from (XXIIl) involve® 
methyl group migration and finally loss of a preton from 
whereas a Wagner^-leerweln type ring enlargement of (XXIII) to 
give carbonium ion (XXIV) and eube@quent closure of ring E 
produces the Impanyl cation (XXT)o Th# pent acyclic triter<=
penes Imp#el (¥IIa)p (%^ aBgrrin (XXXIII^ p^amyrin (XXXIIa)g and
•
taragesterol (XVb) can all be derived from (XX?) by well 
established mechanisms (Table XI)»
Hydro^yhbpanene (XXVII) ©^emplifi©® th# third type 
of cyclisation and on th# basis of its recently established 
stereochemistry^^ it is possible to postulate its formation by 
a completely concerted cyclisation of squalen® folded in the 
all chair comfomaatlono Carbonium ion (XXVI) Is thus formed 
and may be stabilised by addition of an anion such as OE^ 
( f a b l©  l ) o
wo
N H
XX )
MTmiM  I I ,
(XXXII (Vila)(XXIV )
a ) H -OH (b) R "OAc
(XXXIII) (XV)
The meohaniems postulated above are to some extent 
born® out by th@ observation that the ooni'iguration of th® 
ring junotion is governed by the position of th© doubl© 
bondo If it remains in, or exocyolio to ring E as in 
Y'-taraxasterolg taraxastoroller Xupeol the ring junction is 
trans o Howeverg in the cas® of the amyrins, tara%erolg 
glutinOn®5 fri©d@lin etc* g where migration of the double bond 
to rings D@ 0® and A has occurred the ring junction is cJBo
1 5
Th® basic principles of biogcneeia ©niamerato^ in th© 
foregoisig discussioa h&w© bo®B extremely helpful in establish­
ing the structure of several triterpeneso Recently the 
structure© of dainmaranoXic acid (XOTÏII) and nyetanthic acid 
(JQ[ÏX) have been elucidatedo
(XX¥J.II ) ( m i x
ÏJnuBuaX as they are ^ these structure© ar© not 
©xoeptioBs to the bi©genetic rale and can be rationally 
derived by acceptable Huechanisms ©ogo the carboxyl groups in 
(XXVIII) and (XXIX) may arise from blogon©tic fission of the 
CO rr© B pond ing  ^™Içe tone a «
The ÏÏS0 of MovaIonic Acid B©riv©.tiv©s
**J8i;gttfSJ..»lTiyrgatjat-jtfsgyM£rgjst:;aytgtfT3WCtc, |^ViMgtfU^iKpJPuï ;ÆC Ttn-rrw /f^T .<c= trjj i >j!j-*j..M.Wi 11
Since the discovery in dictlllors soluble residues 
mevalomolactone (XXX)» both it,and the parent mevalonic aoid 
(XXXI) have xjlayed an increasingly Important part in the
biosyntheti© confirmâtion of th© hypothetical mechanism© 
postulated for th© formation of th© trltorpemolda from 
© q ua le m © o
K
ÔU
y o
o
(XXX)
cl
NO^C C ^ 0 ^  H
OH
(XXXT)
It ha© boon d@monatrat©d by Tavormina^ (lihhe and
4©
Huff that as a precursor of oh©l©et©r©l mevalonic acid i© 
superior to all other ©ompotmâ© prevloimly trled^and th#y 
suggested-that th# atoms in an isopranoId unit may he 
derived directly from the five carbon atoms of th© laètoa©o 
Th# mechanism by which mevalonic acid is incorporated into 
oom po im d©  of h i g h e r  moleeular weight h a s  been investigated
4 0
and it hae been shown that during this process th© a@id 
loses its oarbosyl group o furthermore the GV@ ^ to
(head to tailj condensation of mevalonic aeid derivatives ha©
been amply demonstrated by the localisation of introduced
0 0 4
into ©everal natural product© from mevalonat® *
The elegant research carried out by Arigoni on th© 
aoya©apogano1e and ©t@rols isolated from soya beans grown
a radioactive substrate represents th© first bioeynthetic
route to isotoploally labelled peataeyolic triterpenes from
a plant eouroe o A  seeond noteworthy feature of these
e^perlmente has been the observation that sterol© and
triterpenes isolated from soya bean© have shown very
comparable radioactivity thus supporting the hypothesis that
squalen© 1© a ©ingl© common precursor of ©teroids and
trit©rp®n®So Suoh an asaumption la not unreasonable in
view of the fact that squalen© has been isolated from oil©
©a
of plant origin and ooaur© in a wide variety of other
n a t u r a l  p r o d u c t s o
All th© result® ©o far obtained are in agreement with 
the general echem® for the oyolisation of squalen© proposed
8 i
by Woodward and Bio oh® . The fact that so many variations 
of struotur© can be ezplalmed on the basis of on© hypothesis 
is in itself good evidence that it is correcto Th# squalen© 
hypothesis therefor# romains of primary importance in th© field 
of triterpen®id chemistry*
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S©m® r©a@tl0M  of (XHIIa)p P^-!ajdroxj*-@I©an-=“
are emtllmeâ l>©l©Wo Thee© reaction® ar@ of pas*ti@Mlaff 
Interest ©ine© they half® W e n  applied to the eojasapogemsl© 
w h ic h  arm  h y d r o ^ q r la te d  olean^l2«='@ n@  d e r i v a t i v e 00
I
«-OCJ ' ' « - V i ^
(XXIII) (XXXIV) (XXXV)
(a) S «0H (b) H mOAc
3h@ double bead ia p-amyrin derivatives is relatively
imreaotiw amdg for ima ta w e  g oasmot he hydrogenated o However f> 
it i® readily attacked l>y os^:Mieing agents amoh ae perforiaio 
aeidg chromium triozide and selenimm dioxide « Treatment of 
P«=amyrim acetate" (XXXIIfe) with performio acM yield® the 
©atnrated ketone (XXXIV ) where a® oEldatlom with chromiiim
triasîid© lead© to the keton# (XXXV )c Th©
prodiact® obtained by oxidation of p-^ -amjria aeetate with 
©clemimm dioxide) vary with th© conditions lisedo Oxidatlea of
aoetm'W (XXXÎÎb) with QGlemlmm dioxid© tn boiling a@©tl©
/ Vacsid give® the ©hara^teristic IIg 1) ( 18 ) lenyI ac©tat©
(XXXTï) whlGh ©an be lnydr.ogonatod to J«amyrln ae©tst© ' (XXX^Il) 
On treatment with performle aoid aoetat© give® th@
13(3-B)“epû3EM@ (XXXVIIl) which 1© ©onwrtedg 
©©xiditionBg into the Ilg 13(18)<=’diei*yl ao©tat©^ (ZXWl)*-
0
r
X
o.
(XXXVI) (XXXVII) (XXXVlIl)
Mar© vigox'ou© ©sïidatlon of |3-am/rin acetate with
eeleninm dioxide ©ogo 'In a sealed tub© at 200®^  yields the
@8 988 , .
dlo%odlenyl derivative (XXXIX)« In this compcujid the
13(18)“d©ubi© bond is readily reduced either by catalytic 
hydrogenation or by means of sino :ln ethanolo Th© product 
is 3P™aoetozy™129l9™dio%©™Q%ean=^(ll)™@ne (XL) and ©a treatment 
with boiling methanolic potassium hydroxide followed by 
acétylation it yields the more stable lBof»splm©r (XLI)o
(XXXÏX)
& 0 / k o
(XL) (XLI)
:
H q ,e -~ k ^
(XLIX) (XMII) (XLIV)
Furthest oælâatlGm of the dip%0dlemyl aoetat© (X5LXIX) 
©am h# ©ff©et©d treatment with ohromimm trlostid© Im aùetl# 
acïM at 90® wh©n th© I$(l8)™©poxld@ (ILÏI) i© prodm©©âî^ 
vi^eromm alkaiim© oonditiom© t#hie ^ompomd yields a hydrozy» 
k0to-a©id (XLIIî) whiûh hae been oharaeterieed as the aeetate^ 
methyl esterpBmé methyl ester &O0tat©o The k©to aeid (XLIÎî)j 
which ©an also ezlst Im the email© form (XLÏF) is pr©du@ed by 
flseiom of the bond botwoem o
È%
B a n d  J>
Th© soyasapogemol© A9B9G and D comprise a group of trit©r« 
ponoidG which were originally isolated by bydrolysi® of th© 
saponin from soya homnmo Of these four ©ompouMs the firet 
thr®© hav© sine® beem obtained from other sourc®#. Thm
present author has shown that under the conditions used for the 
acid hydrolysis of the saponin^ ©oyasapogonol B la readily 
converted into soyasapogenol D, It therefor© ®©©m® likely that 
aoyaaapogenol 1) does not occur naturally but is an artefact©
That soyaaapogonol B does not occur in the other sources
TO 9T&
mentioned .is therefor© readily explained since different 
methods of isolating the sapogenlno w©r© used in th©o© ©as©©*
In 19^3 Murumat©^'/ reported the isolation of hispidie 
acid from the ©thanolic extract of d®fatt©d soya bean®o Later 
workers showed that hispidie acid was in fact a saponin which
T8 ®T<i
on hydrolysis gave a mixture of Bapo^entnso Three of them©
©apogoninep corresponding to soyasapogenols Aj, Bp and Cp were
first isolated in a pure stat® by Mlyaeaka, Shortly afterward©
T@
FoBoy© and Kat^ura reported tho Isolation^ from the mame souro©© 
of four compound®!) three of which had constants corresponding 
to thos@ of the compounds obtained by Miyasakao All four 
©apogenol® were isolated from the calcium salt of the soya bean
T7
s a p o n in  b y  O o h ia io  T s ia d a .a n d  K i ta g a w a *  T h e  c o m  t a u t ®  o f  th e m e
aompounàe agreed olaaely with those obtained previously by
K©
ïîosoy® and further evidenoe of their purity was later provided
T0 P99
by MeyerB Jeger and RuBioka^ and finally by Smitho Smith and 
Springs all of whom .obtained the sapogenlns by methods 
than that used by Oohiai et alo
The triterpenoid nature of the ®oya©apogonols waa 
demonstrated by Oohiais Tauda^and Kitagawa who dehydrogenated 
sapogenol B with selenium and obtained produst© characteristic of 
trit@rpene®t^namely0 sapotalon© and l02B$%6^t#tram@thyl 
naphthalene^^ Sapogenols Ao B» 0  ^ and D have been formulated m#
%  0^4©  (  0 %  o % T  (  D %  0 g %% %  © ^ (O E )^  r 0 8 p@©tX V © ly
and ®a©h contains a comparatively inert ©thylesaio linkage although 
©oyasapogenol & has 9 in additIon^ u reactive double bond which 
©mm bo hydrogenatedo Kaoh of thos® compomd© is pentacyolio 
and only aapogonol 1) contains a funotional group0 vIbo an other 
linkaget^ in mddltlom to th@ hydroxyl groups shown in the formm&ae
a b o v©
In the oaso of soyasapogenol B the reactivity of th©
0©
unsaturatod centre was oomparabi® to that in oleanollo mold and
th® double bond was therefor® deduced to bo at position 12(13)o
9ê  ^ •
Experiments by Meyer al^ o h m ®  confirmed this po®tulatl©^o
From oxidation experiments similar to thee© carried out
@d 00
hederagenln, Tsuda and Kitagawa hav@ shown th® exletew# of
a l«3«*gljool group In ring A of soyaoapogonol Bo
By methods which will receive more detailed treatment 
helow0 sapogenol B has boon related directly to sapogonol C and 
thence to eapogenol Ao Thu© it has been conclusively demon^^ 
strated that the 1«3 glycol oyetom in ring A and the 12(13)«* 
double bond le common to all throe compounds o Furthermorep 
interrelation of dérivâtivoo of sapogenols B and D has indicated 
the pr©Q©MC® of the same 1»3 glycol system and of a 13(13)-=^ 
double bond In the lattero
■Irrevocable proof of the nature of the soyasapogenols 
was obtained by Meyer9 Joger^and Ruaiolsa ■ who identified dihydro 
©oyasapogenol 0 oc 3P®24-dihydro3tyol6sn«»12«‘0ne (XhV) and thus 
established the structure and aterooohamietry of aoyasapogenol 0 
except for the position of the reactive double bondo Therefore 
mil of the aoyasapoganols contain the 3pp24 diol eyetern In ring 
A and three of them^ A, Bg and 0 have a 12(13)®dottblo bondo 
Thus the only functions which still had to be placed wores*»
T0
the ci0 glycol group la aapogenol Ap the remaining hydroxyl 
group in sapogenol Bp the reactive double bond in sapogenol Co 
and the ether linkage in sapogeaol Do
The structure of soyasapogenol G has recently been 
established a© (XLYXa) and its interrelationship with th© ©thor
S4
(XLV) RH/(XI.Vl)(a) R ■. OH 
(b) R ■= OAo
(XLVXl)(a) R « OH 
(b) R a OAo
R
(XLVIII)
(a) R « OH 
(b} R w OAo
RI^ C
(XLIX-)
(a) R
(b) R
« OH 
=> OAc
OH 
cs OAo
OHa,
members of the group can. thme be r©pr©is©nt@d a© followa
m ê
Treatment of doyamapogùnol G (XLVÎ©.) nith oamlum tetrozldé 
gavB a of isdecrio t©ts“ols which wa© reaolveâ bÿ
of th© eoraospondisag ao©bat©ao Of th© W o  
©ompoaentBj, (XLVIÏb) and (XLVIXIb)^ Boparatod in t.hi© way g lîhat 
foOT0tI In lower yield wa© identified as soya©apog©nol A tétra^ 
acetateo Sine© it xm© formed in iower yi©Xd{) and from a ©tudy
a©
of moleoular aodoloo Smith et aXo au^gootod that eapogenol A
was produeed by attaok from the more hindered a«»faoo of ring S 
and oouXd therefore be representad by (XLYXX'a) while the more 
abundant eplmer (XLYXXXa) waa produced by attack from the loea 
hindered p-facoo Howeverp this evideno© ia not completely 
conclu©ive with regard to otereoohemiatryo
On the of evidence prosonted below eapogenolo B
and D may be represented by (XBXXa) and (ïta) respectively:,
Th© positions of the third hydroxyl ^roup in aapo^enoX B and of 
one end of the ether linkage in sap©gonol D war® fissed relative 
to the reaetlv® double bond in ©apogenol C by the following 
reactionso
Dehydration of the Isopropylid@n@ derivative (hi) of 
soyasapogenol B followed bjy acid hydrolysisj, to remove the 
protecting group in ring A*, and acétylation gave soyasapogenol 0 
diaostato (XLYXb) in good yioldt*^ Since the active double bond 
in eapogonol C is in the 21(22) position the third hyteoxyl 
group in sapogenol B must therefore be located at cither j 
or 0 g^j5 )o (ph@ oxide bridge in sapogenol D is readily attacked 
by 0 ther«=8plitting reogontSo C^hus treatment of sapogonol D 
diaoQtato with hydrogen chloride gave the ohloro^-oompound (LIï) 
which was converted directly into the 13(l8)«doubl© bond Isomer 
(Bill) of sapogenol B triacetate by treatment with sodium
26
acetate and acetic anhydrideo In thlet way It waa eatahllahcd 
that the oxygen functions in ring E of soyasapogenols B and B 
were attached to the same carbon atomo
(LI)
(LIII)
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She
methods h a w  boon used ±n attempts to diffos?®
entiat® between positions 22. and 22 for the third hydroxyl group
©0
in ©apogenol B*» Smith et alo m m  able to show that the 
hydroxyl group in ring E of soyasapogonol B wa© axiaXlj 
orientated and it must therefore be either 21m or 22po Thia 
oonelwion was drawn from ezperlmemt# which shewed that the 
free aloohol group in the isepropylMene derivative (LI) of 
©apogeaol B warn mere hindered than that of the oorrespondlng 
oplmerio oompommd which differed from (LI) only in the eonfigura^ 
tien of the ring E substituento
In the dio^odienyl doriTatiw (LXfa) of sapogenol B 
the ring K hydroxyl group becomes equatorial due to the Imtro^ 
ductlorn of the 13(10 )^ double bond while the ©pimerie oompoimd 
(L¥a) ha© an a%ial suWtituomt in ring Eo Treatment of the 
epimorlo dioxo^^dlenyl acetate (L¥b) with alkali followed by 
aeetylatiosa g a w  the oorrssponding derivative ( Liwt) of ©apogenol 
B in almost quantitative ' yieMo The inversion of configuration 
was attributed to the presence of a 21cî«=»lydro.‘îEyl group which 
caused retroaldoliaa,tiono resulting in the opening of the
p-^hydroxy ketone system in ring E followed by it© closure in the
m
alternate eeneeo
a■'*" R
(LCT)(r ) h = oh
(T>) R •» OAo
(LV) (a) R « OH 
(b) R « OAo
R
Howovop, the abovo â.ntax>pa?etatiosi of the epimes’ioatioh
ées
&0 mot completely uïaamfeiguou© a M  Arlgonl ^  hav© 
that if th© thi^â îayclrois;^ ! group oooupled the poeltiosi th@
reversai of configurâtiou could he caused hy tho activating 
influence of tho l3(l3)«douhl© bond on that position!^ The 
reaction# doeorlbcd below were therefore undertaken in an 
attempt to differentiate conclusively between position# 21 and
22o
The first of those experiment© wa© based on a oorlo# 
of reactions which have been well characterised In the p==amyrto 
©orieso Oxidation of the dloxodionyl derivative of‘eapogenoi B 
triacetate with chromic acid at gave a neutral compound^
which showed very similar light abso^tion proportion  ^
^560 Ao ( £ 2, 12D000) D to those of the 13(l6)“*©P®xidQmaxo
0©
(XLIï) obtained in the p«-amyrin eerie©o The ©apogonol B
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derivative 1© therefor® reproeontod hjr atruoturo (lATI)* By 
further analogy with the p«»amyrln series it was expected that 
treatment of the epoxide (XilfX) with alkali at high temperature 
would give an acid» cither (LVIl) or (BYIII) depending on th@ 
position of the hydroxyl groupo
Diffcremtlat ion hetwoon these two compounds could 
readily he made hy simple degradatlve experimentso Howevero
n0lthoæ the acldio nor the neutral fraction from the alkaline 
fission reactions gav© any tractable material and this line of 
approach was consequently abandonedo
Ç 0
M({C noil/ ' 
(I.VIII)
«»
As stated abovep Arlgonl gj have auggested that th© 
ring E substituent8 of ©oyaaapogenole B and D are attached to 
^(so ) are therefore influenced by the l$(l8)»doubie boMo 
It was decided that the eimpiest mothod of testing this 
hypotheéi® was by saturation of the 13(1®)<^ double bond in the
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epiinorlc dloxodioByl derivatives (LXX) and (XX) to give compounde 
(LXI) and (XXXX) which would not be expected to eplmeriee at 
position 22 under alkaline oonditione since the source of 
activation had been removedo If on the other hand the hydroxyl 
group wa© attached to 0/oas epimerication could still take plaoo
by the r#tro*aldol type reaction aa in the case of tho dihydro«
GO
dioxodienyl derivative of soyasapogenol A which definitely 
contain© a 21«>hydroxyl group but not a l)(l8)=doublo bond &
(tix) (LXI)
(LXII)
--R
(Mill) (a) H OH
(b) R Ï5 0Ac
(LXIT) (a) R m OH 
(b ) R c! OAc
5%
Treatment of the dioxodioayl triacetate© (XXX) and (M) 
with ^in© and ethanol gave the corresponding en©-»dionea (MI) 
and (Mil) respectively. Thee© dihydro compounds were then
boiled under reflux with methan©lie alkali in a nitrogen atmosphere 
to yield the trihydroxy derivatives (Mllla) and (LXX\ra) respect™ 
Ivelyo The triols were not identical and on acétylation they 
yielded the corresponding triaootates (LXIIXb) and ( M W h )  which 
again differed from each othero Furthermore^ these triacetatea 
w@r© different from both of the original compounds (Ml)and (Mil) 
and it was evident that épimérisation had occurred at 
although there had been no épimérisation of the ring B hydroxyl 
groupo Only in thl© way can the formation of the two different 
triacotàtës (Mlllb) and (MI?b) be explainedo It was therefor© 
concluded that in tho case of the ©pimorio aapogenol B dioxodionyl 
derivatives^^ (L%%) and (l3C)(j the inversion of configuration tools 
place at th© 22 position and was due to the proximity of the 
13(l©)««doubl® bondo Although the above ©yidence is of a negative 
nature th# conclusion has been substantiated to some extent by the 
reaction© of soyasapogenol D which supply considerable evlden®# 
for the ©ctivatiaig influence of the l3(l8)«doubl® bond on the 
22‘^ po©itiono It is therefor® the author^© opinion that soyaeapcgomel 
B i© best represented by structure (XBXXa)o
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The Structor© of
Im th© earlier investigation of the soyasapogenols g 
Tsuda and Kitagawa demonstrated that sapogenoX D contained tw# 
hydroxyl groups^ an inert oxygen function and a double bondo 
That the double bond v m  tetrasubstituted was shown by Meyer 
et alo who converted coyeuaapogenol D into the 13(10)™l8om@^ ' 
of soyasapogonol B triacetateo This finding has been complotoly 
confirmed by all th© siAeoquemt reactions of soyacapogonol D 
which have given product© expected of a fully substituted double 
bondo
Oxidation of sapogenol B diaeotato with chromium trio&tid© 
in acetic acid at room temporatur© a mixture which was
resolved by chromatography on alumina into four components each 
one of which still showed the band» at 1100 cmo”  ^ in tho Infrarod 
spectrumg charaotoristio of an other linkageo The first of 
theee compounds wa© a cisoid ®!3-»unsaturated ketone which showed
^  m\ i|tu I u 4 * # *  .'11 -.y^T’i ■
maximal absorption in tho ultraviolet at 2540 A* (£» Y^OOO) 
and a band in the infrared spectrum at 1667 cmo^ Similar
oxidation of J «"Omyrln acetate yielded a compound which had an
©
ultraviolet absorption maximum at 2 g60 Ao (Eo 6 ,0 0 0 ) and 
showed a band in the infrared spectrum at 1670 cmo'^t Since thim 
compound wae most likely an impur© sample of 19‘*“Oxo-oleanc,1 3 (lS)® 
©n*=>3P*=yl ace tat 0^^ (LKV) and the molecular rotation diffcronoQ© 
of the S ««aiayrln and sapcgenol D derivative© were very similar
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tho been formu&atoê a© (lOTl)o
Molecular Botation Dlff&roneeé
D
35o5*J «"amyrla àeetato 
des»iv©d sïp^^-meaturatod ketone
Sôj^Bapogénol D diaeotat© 4 4 ®
derived df5«iaaaaturat©d ketone
%
-3L55o5® ) 
=•542 oO® j
■=245° )
A M ,
o5°
>506'
(UV) (UVï) (LXVII)
(mx)
©eoond of theo© oompouMo ahowed ultraviolet absorption 
at Z2&0 1 (£g 4e000) and banda in the infrared epeotrum at 1?8T
<i4.
and 1746 eao Its light absorption properties are almost
m
idantioal to those of the O^**aoetat@ in the p-amyrin eerie© and 
@inoe analyeio show© that it© molecular formula ie the
sapogenol D derivative ha® been asoignod the etruoturo (LOTIl)o 
Further evidence for the location of the double bond at the
1)( 18) ==po0Ition in ©apogenol I) i© thus provided by these two 
compoumdso
ÏW© further compounds were obtained from the ohroaio a o M
oxidation* Both of those products showed strong absorption in
the carbonyl region of their infrared spectra but neither of them
cighibited any oelectivo absorption in the ultraviolet region*
neither of these compounds ha# been further investigated but in
the light of present evidence could be formulated as the episaoric
diketone© (LXVÏX1) and (LXIX)*
Additional evidence is presented below which confirm# th©
position of the double bond and e©tab11#he© the nature of th®
other linkageo In earlier work the other warn considered ao a
five or higher membered omlde ring mainly because of the band at
1100 cm*'^ in th© infrared spectrum and the ease with which th©
ether linkage was split* fh© author ha# shown independently^
o@
by a method similar to that published by Arlgoni et ©log that the
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ether in eoyaeapogenoX 3) Is 9 In lactp present as a methOByl 
group which is readily replaced by ohlorine on treatment with 
hydrogen chloride thus yielding the ohloro-compound (LIï)» 
Similarly the ether linkage in ©oyasapogenol D is readily split 
by treatment with boron trifluorid© in acetic anhydride to yield 
the triacetate (LIIl) v/hich ©an also be prepared from the chloroi^ 
derivative (Ml) by the action of acetic anhydride and sodiim 
acetate9 or from the 1191)( 18)«^dieny 1 derivative (MX) of 
Boyaaapogencl B triacetate by hydrogenation^ %he fact that the 
ooyasapogenol B derivative (MIX) can be prepared directly from 
ooyaBapcgcnol D and also by way of th© chlorc-compound (hll) 
indicates that the mothoxyl group in sepogenol B has tho earn® 
configuration (p) as tho ring B hydro^syl group in sapogonol Bo
Chemical evidence for the presence of one methOKyl group 
in Bapogenol D was initially provided by a Seieel détermination 
and completely confirmed by the regeneration of ©apogonol D from 
the chlaro-coropoTOd (LIl) by treatment of the latter with a 
boiling solution of sodium methostidSo 2n addition^ soyaoapogenol 
1 (lLB£a) is readily converted into ©apogenol D (&a) by bolllmg 
it under reflux with mothanolic ^hydrochloric acid9 condition# 
used to hydrolyse the soya been sàponiiâo
T M  latereomireiem Ion of Ting E ©ubstituoate là
âorlvatiTOô of sojraoapogonols B and D le only osplloable if
there 1@ a nearby eonro© of aotlvatlosfio It la therefor© quit©
oomoeivahl© that the 22*po@ltlon ia motivated by a ©our©® B m h
a@ th© I$(lB)»douhle bond o' Experimental ewldonoo b e a m  dut
thi® fôuppoeitioîi eiace both the ®|3<=»UB®atuTOt©d ketone (L%VI)
and the dioxodion© (ïfXXl) derived from eap@g^©nol D diaoetate
0©
are recovered unchanged after treatment ^ith hydroohlorio a @ M  
in a@@tlo aold at lOO^e ©onditione whloh quiokly ©omvort 
eapogenol D diaoetate to th© oorreepondlng ohloro«©ompomnd 
Similarly9 soyasspo^eaoi B i® readily ©onrerted into eoyaeapogenol 
D by boiling methanol!© hydrochlori© mold whereae the dioxodiei^l 
derivative (LXX) of the former 1© uaaffooted under th© earn®
©enditloneo It ie obvlom© from thee© results that the elèotron 
withdrawing ©ff©ot of the ketono groups at positions™ 12 and If 
prevents motivation of posltlon-^gH by the 1)( 10)«^double bondo
A further sigîilfloant fast la that the ll9l9(l8)o'dlQW 
(MXII) ©annot bo formed dirontly from oapogonol B, an olean*^ 
15(l8)c=onyl derivative, by oxidation with a@Ionium dioxideo 
When treated with this reagent in boiling aoetio acid, aoyasapogenol 
B dlaoetate gave a small amount of the pure dioxodlenyl derivative 
(LMI) and an inseparable mixture whoso ultraviolet abeorption 
©psotrum Indicated that It contained some of the 11,15(18)™ 
dloxîyl derivative (iXXÏX)o More prolonged treatment under tho 
same conditions gave two derivatives of soyasapogenol B, namely 
the Ilel5(l8)wdien@ (IXX) and tho dioxodieae (BIX Again
this illustrât©© the ease with which th© 22*=»eub©tituont can bo 
replaced provided the 15(18)^double bond is .present and is not 
deactivated by neighbouring carbonyl groupso Thus the 11,15(IS)" 
dienyl derivative (IXX) of sapogonol B must be formed initially 
from tho corresponding derivative (MXII) of oapogenol B by 
solvolysi© of the lacthoxyl groupe Further oxidation of (IM) 
then provide® the dloxodlenyl derivative (LXX ) of sspogonol Bo
Further support for'the hypothesis that the 15(18)«double 
bond is the source of activation has been’ provided by the following 
©erioo of reactionso Oxidation of sàpogenol B diacetat© (Lb) with 
performic acid yielded .a 13(X8 )«epoxide (LKXlXX)o This reaction 
is completely analogous to those of ^^BKoyrin acetate (1XX?XI) 
amd the l5(18)"is®Ki®r (LIII) of ©apogonoX B triacetate which
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yiéld th© corresponding oompouado (XXXVIIl)^^ and (iJCXIV)o ÏÏMos* 
acid condition# thea© oxide© (XXXVIXX) and (LXXXV) raarrang© to 
glv© th© hctoroannular dione© (XXXVI) and (îXX) respectIvclyo 
EoTOVcr, treatment of ©apogonoX B diaootate oxld© (LXXÎII) with 
hydrochloric acid in acetic acid gave a compound which contained 
chlorine and ©zhihitcd th© ©haraot@rl©ti© ultraviolet ©pootrmm of 
the Il9l5(l@)™dl0n@ ©yatemo Thio compound hn@ been formulated ©8 
3p924«disoeto3E:y™22‘=‘©hloro«oI©ana-'»llt,l5(l8)«dion® (LXXV) which on 
treatment with a r©filming ©olution of ©odium mothOEido gave th©
1191 5(l$)™dienyl derivative (LXXII) of ©apogenoX Do Th© structure 
of th© lattmr compound was confirmed by acétylation and hydrogem*- 
tlon to yield soyasapogeuol D dlaootat© (Lb)9 identified by mixed 
melting point and comparison of its Infrarod spectrum with that 
of an authentic samplCo
As0 ^  y n
4e O W
(LHÏÏS) (USIV) (LXOT)
Ab jlntoâ’ostlag oomparleoa oan b© mad© b©tw©an derivatives 
of sapogonol D and oholeeteroXo When choXesteryl ohXorld© 
(LjOCVla) i© heated to 120® with methanol It afford© the 
oorre^ponding methyl ether (DCXVIb)o Similarly the ohl©r©^ 
oompom&d (ill) derived from eoyaoapogenol D le readily converted 
to th® parent metho ay 1 eompotmd (la) by treatment with methanol^  ^
at 120® or %7lth codlmm methoEiâOû It i© ©ignifleant that tho 
donhl© bond i© in tho posit ion p p Y p relative to th©
ohlorin© atom to both of the compOMnd© (MOTIa) and (LXI)o Alsop 
in both ca©00 the onvironmont of th©a© group© ia very Blmllaro 
In conjunction with other evidence described above thia favours 
atructus’è (la) for soyasapogenol D«
(3WCXVI) (a) R Gl# R 0^ % ^
(b) H Cl OMe§ R ^
E X P E R I M E N T A Lsxsnt
SECTION I,
A&l poisato asacH t^ Qjro
BiBQQsm^od melmg a Kofl©^ appm^mtiaao Specific. M'^atleme 
W0%^ e ^otormlmed Im ohi^s^of^rm Bôiîstioia ubIosq etheziriTloo 
statod \mtmg a osa© deelwotGmr tob© at worn temper a tmro q 
tJitmvio'iet ©poctre- wor© carried omt Im abaolitat© atbas^ dl 
eotaticB nlth.either a Umlcam SF^OO ®r a Ellger H700o307 
©pectrophotomotoro Isafrared opectrm tmro doterimUfaod tn 
Mmjol snuiX mmleca ©therî^is© stated 0rabb‘=>ParB©Bo
domblo b©am ap©<3tr©photoiis©t®ro Light pGtrolQmu# rofora 
t© th© f o f  bopo 60^80^ amd Grade X7£ aliamlsTia m s  
laaed throughout o
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Oxidation of s22Pp24*"Triac©toxy^l2s 19"dioxo°oleana^ 
"9(3.1) 913(18 )*dien© with Chromic Ac id * ^ A solution of 
soyaBapogenol B dioxodienyl triacetate, raopo272"274®s (2 go) 
in glacial acetic acid (40 CoCo) was treated with chromium 
trioxide (2 go) in acetic acid (90^, 45 CoCo), added during 
10 minuteso The mixture was maintained at 90® for lo5 hr», 
then methanol (5 CoCo) was added and the reaction mixture was 
poured into water and extracted with ether» The product, a 
resinous gum, (lo9 go) was dissolved in benzene (50 CoCo) and 
chromatographed on alumina (50 go)» Elution with benzene=ethe: 
(9%1* lo 5 1») gave a fraction (l»l go) which crystallised from 
chloroform-light petroleum to give 3P>22pc24*triacetoxy-12,19° 
dioxo-13(16)-epoxy-olean-9(ll)°ene as clusters of needles,
ra*po 220-222®, [a]^ + 5I® (£,0c8), A^axo^^^^ Ac(£ « 12,000),
=4.
The infrared spectrum showed bands at 1750® I24O cm» (OAc), 
1681 omo“  ^ («P-unsaturated ketone). (Pound: C,68o9§ E,8o2o 
requires C,69oO* H,8»0^)»
Alkaline Treatment of 3P,22p,24-Triacetoxy-12@19-dioxo™ 
°15(l6)-©pQxy-olean-9(ll)-eneo- (a) The above compound, m»po 
220=222®, (407 mgo) was treated with methanolic potassium 
hydroxide (10^, 10 CoC») in an autoclave at I50® for 7 hro 
The acidic and neutral components were separated in the usual 
way» The acidic fraction (9I mgo) failed to give any tractabX< 
material even after acétylation and chromatography on silica
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gelo The ultraviolet spectrum of the gum showed maxima at 
2100 and 2440 Ao Its infrared spectrum (in chloroform) 
showed hands at 5378, 1712, 1664® I605 cm»" »
The neutral fraction (195 mg») could not he crystallised 
and was acetylated in the usual way» Chromatography of the 
product failed to yield any crystalline material» The 
infrared spectra (in chloroform) of most of the fractions 
showed hands at I670 and I605 cmo^^ as well as a hand at 1750 
Cmo (OAc)o
(h) A solution of the above compound, m»po 220-222°,
(190 mgo) in amyl alcohol (5 CoC») was added to freshly prepared 
sodium aiqyloxide (from sodium, 2^0 mgo, and amyl alcohol,
5 Co Co) and the mixture was refluxed for 90 minutes » The 
reaction mixture was diluted with water and steam-distilled to 
remove excess amyl alcoholo From the non-volatile residue 
the acidic (59 mg») and neutral (145 mg*) fractions were 
separated in the usual manner» Again both fractions were 
completely intractable »
Treatment of Soyasapogenol B with Acetone and Sulphuric 
Acido - A solution of soyasapogenol B (5 go) in acetone 
(250 CoC«) was treated with concentrated sulphuric acid (8 CoCo) 
in dry ether (800 c»c» at 17® for 48 hr» The product, isolated 
in the usual way, was dissolved in benzene-light petroleum
h 2
(is Ip 200 OoCo) and chromatographed on alumina (60 go)o
Fractions eluted with bensen© (l 1») and b©na©n©«©th©r 
(9s Ip 2 lo) were crystallised from aqueous methanol to give 
22p™hydro3£y*=’5Ps24“isopropyliden0dioxy-olean*»12«enep rOopo 
173-177% [%]% -t- 72^ (cplo76)o
The infrared spectrum was Identical with that of an 
authentic specimeno
Oxidation of the Isopropylidene Derivativep - The 
complex prepared from chromium trioxide (1 go) and pyridine 
(10 OoCo) was added to a solution of the isopropylidene 
derivative of soyasapogenol B (loi go) in pyridine (10 CoCo) 
and the mixture kept at 17® for 20 hr* The product (0*93 go)* 
isolated by means of ether, was dissolved in light petroleum 
(70 GoOo) and chromatographed on alumina (20 g«)o Elution 
with light petroleum gave a fraction (O069 go) which was 
crystallised from aqueous methanol to give 22=oxo=3P%24= 
“isopropylid©n0dioxy-ol©an-12«-en© as rods, moPo and mixed moPo 
206'-209®5) [a]g *• l3o2® (2 *^2«2)* The infrared spectrum was 
identical with that of an authentic sampleo
Reduction of 22«Oxo-"3l3 S24-isoprop.vlidenedioxy«"Olean°»12-==»en©o 
A solution of the ketone (O069 go) in ether (I50 CoCo) was 
boiled under reflux with a suspension of lithium aluminium 
hydride (Oo7 go) for 5 hr® The product, isolated by means of
k3
ether hut without using mineral acid* was dissolved in 
hen%©ne-light petroleum (is 1* 100 CoCo) and chromatographed 
on alumina (25 go)o
Fractions (270 mgo) eluted with hensen© and hensien©- 
ether (4&1) were crystallised from aqueous methanol to give* 
22®-l;2ydroxy'^3^S24“isopropylidenedioxy-olean®12-en® as needles* 
mopol28-154‘^p at this point the material solidified and melted 
again at 185“-1Q5®» [u]^ 4 58°5® (2 »lo2$)o The infrared 
spectrum was identical with that of an authentic sampleo
Hydrolysis of 22«-Hydroxy°3j3*24-i8oprop.vlidenedioxy«oloan<  ^
*»12-©neo - A solution of 22a«-hydroxy-3P524“isopropyllden0dioxy^ 
«0lean-12c=eno (270 mgo) in methanol (120 CoOo) was treated with 
concentrated hydrochloric acid (40 CoCo) and the mixture was 
refluxed for 30 minuteso Isolation of the product in the 
usual way followed by acétylation with acetic anhydride-pyridin© 
(ifilp 10 CoCp) at ICO® for 1 hr» gave a product (258 mgo) which 
was dissolved in benzene«light petroleum (38 2, 100 CoCo) and 
chromatographed on aluminao
Fractions eluted with the same solvent mixture were 
crystallised from ohloroform-methanol to give 3P922a*24- 
-triacetoxy-olean-12-en© as prisms, moPo 217-218®, [01]^ -4- 6408® 
(c^,0o95)« The infrared spectrum was identical with that of
I
an authentic specimen«
u
hh
Vigorous Oxidation of 3P a 22oCt 24-Triace toxy-ol0an*12-ene 
with Selenium Dioxideo - A solution of the epimeric sapogenol 
B triacetate, mopo 217-218®, (200 mg®) in benzyl acetate (10 CoCo) 
was boiled under reflux with selenium dioxide (200 mgo) for 
24 hro Metallic selenium was removed by filtration and the 
benzyl acetate was evaporated under vacuum« A solution of the 
product in benzene-light petroleum (1:1, 50 CoCo) was ohromato- 
graphed on alumina (6 go)«
Elution with benzene-ether (9*1) gave a fraction which 
crystallised from aqueous methanol to give ,22a,24-trlacetoxy«
12,19-dioxo-oleana-9(ll)* 1)(18)*diene as needles (133 ag*), moPo 
240-241®# [®3p • 5^o4® (o.,2o34)* The infrared spectrum was
identical with that of an authentic sample«
Reduction of 53•22a,24-Triaoetoxy-12.19-dioxo-oleana- 
-9(ll)<15(l8)-dlene with Zinc in Ethanol. - A solution of the 
dioxodlenyl triacetate (133 mg.) in ethanol (I5 c.c.) was 
refluxed for 5 hr. with freshly activated sine dust (1.4 go) to
which had been added a trace of zinc bromide. The solution
was filtered and evaporated to dryness to give a product which 
was dissolved In benzene-light petroleum (1:2, I5 CoCo) and 
chromatographed on alumina o
Fractions eluted with benzene-ether (9:1, 4*1) were 
crystallised from chloroform-light petroleum to give 3P*22ch*24^
h 5
-trlacetoxy-I2.19-dloxo-olean-9(il)-ene as plates, m.po 234-236® 
[*]p + 90.4" (o.,l„01), A max. ^ 450 !.(£«. 12,950). The infrared
C . 2 .  e a l
spectrum showed bands at 1730* 1241 cmo™ (OAc)* 166? cmo™
i.
(«P-unsaturated ketone), 1705 om<,“ (ketone)o (Found: G9TO085& 
H,8o8o Gg@%gO^ requires G*70o6& H,806^)0
of 33 fl22aB 24-Triacetoxy=12,IB-dloxo-olean-
-9(ll)-®n©o <=> A solution of the dihydro dioxodienyl triacetate* 
moPo 234-2 3 6®* (4I06 mgo) in methanol (45 CoCo) was treated 
with potassium hydroxide (lo5 go) in water (5 CoCo) and th© 
mixture was boiled under reflux for 2.5 hro in an atmosphere 
of nitrogen* Extraction of the product in the usual manner 
gave a white solid (34*6 mgo) which was crystallised from 
methanol-light petroleum to give 33 #22oc,24-trihydroxy-12«, 19- 
-dioxo-18q-olean-9(11)-ene as plates, mopo 350-552®, [a]^
+ 85.9" (c.,1.03) Xgax^2420 1. (£ ^ 12,500). The infrared 
Spectrum showed bands at 3279 cmo ”^  (OH) ,1705 cm*"*^ (ketone),
1680 cmo*^ (ep-unsaturated ketone), (Founds C,73o9^ H,9o4o 
requires C,7 4oOg H,9 o5^)- 
33*22a024’”Triac@toxy^l2,19=dloxo^l8a-olean-9( 11 )-@n©« « 
The above triol (32 mgo) was treated with pyridin©<®aceti@ 
anhydride (Is 1* 4 CoCo) at 100® for 1 hr* The product (4O06 
mgo), isolated in the usual manner, was dissolved in benzene- 
alight petroleum (Isl, 10 OoOo) and chromâtographod on alumina
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(lO go)o A fraction eluted with benzene-ether (9tl) was 
oryotallised from chloroform-light petroleum to give 3p*22a*24“ 
tri£iC®to2Ly-12 519”dio3i:o-18oj'«ol©an-9(ll)‘=’®n© as needles* moPo
ru n -.M r*—..■■■ n i n i w   ^ •eyue»»e«M33tiesai *i*i=<sTtr43S5:ttmc5E»t* '  '  .Hzsi»xr«K9» '
215..217% [®]g + 74o5“ (e,1.20), 2420 1. {£- 11,250).
The Infx’ared spectrum showed bands at 1730o I24I cm*^ (OAc)* 
â ..»i
1703 CGio” (ketone) I670 cm*(ap«>unsaturated ketone), (Fcmndg 
Cs70:.3§ Hs0o7  ^ Gg @ %  a %  requires G,70o6o H,806^)0
Hydrolysis of 33£i22Sn24"-Triacôtoxy-12,19“dioxo-©Xean-
esci-tmm ttwA.l.-kt.'.wfiULiirf ycr*nimt3arJ^Æ8<mrtAT»  reciâjaz^tïssixiPrsiuto c:^yamc«=«tieü3c%*
-9(11)”Qn©c - Treatment of the dioxodienyl derivative with 
sine in ethanol gives 339^2p,24"''*^ :!:'i8.Geto:cy-12,19-dloxo«^ol#an- 
-9(ll)='0B0 as blades mop* 265-267®, 125° (^ s.lo30)
A solution of this compound (200 mg*) in methanol (45 0*0*)
was treated with potassium iaydroxid© (1*5 go) ip water (5 OoCo) 
and the mixture was refluxed for 3 hr* in a nitrogen atmosphere^ 
The product was isolated by means of ether and was 
crystallised from methanol to give 33 ;>22p*24‘=-trihydrQxy°12*19° 
-dioxO'-18u«ol©an-9(ll)“ep^ as needles, m*po 315-316®, F m 66*5'
A O^  2420 Ao(£,^ 10,800)o The infrared spectrum• IXlC^Jk o
e.4 â
showed bands at 3344 cm**’ (OH), I70I (ketone in si%
membered ring)* I672 cm,” (a(3<=>unse.turat©d ketone)<, (Founds
C*73o8§ H*9o55o requires G,74o09 H,9o5/^0 «
33 *22p*24=>Triac©toxy-12*19-dioxo«>10cg«olQanc^ *9(ll}-en@*«
A solution of the above triol (75 mg,) in pyridine (2*5 c*c*)
was treated with aeetio anhydride (2*5 g®©<>) and the misstur® wae 
kept at loo® for 2 hr, Extraction with ether gave a product 
(0 9o4 mgo) which was crystallised from chloroform-methanol to 
give 33*223*24*=^ triac©tQ3cy-12* 19”diQxo-16a-olean-9( 11 )^en©
as prismatic needles, mopo 3 0 5 - 3 0 7 ^ 53o5® (^»0o91)# X
©
2420 Ao (Ç ® 1 2*0 0 0 )0 The infrared spectrum showed hands at
OtIL j k # \ ^  ^  «a5t
I7 5 0* 1244 cm* (OAc), 1701 era* (ketone), 1678 oiqo 
(«3-unsaturated ketone)0
Examination of the Soyaeapogenol© for Methoxyl Groups * 
Analyses of the acetates of soyasapogenols A, B* and C showed 
that none of these compounds contained a methoxyl group*
Hov/ever, analysis of soyasapogenol J) diacetate showed the 
presence of one methoxyl group* (Founds OMe 5o89 »^ Gg^Hg^ Og 
requires for 1 0-Me group ^o&fo)^
Treatment of Soyasapogenol B Diacetate with
Acid. <= Concentrated hydrochloric acid (1 CoCo) was added 
to a suspension of soyasapogenol D diaoetate (I50 mgo) in 
glacial acetic acid (35 CoCo) and the resultant solution was 
kept at 1 0 0® for 20 minutes * Evaporation of the solvent under 
reduced pressure gave a product which was crystallised from 
ohloroform-methanol to give 3Pî»24-dlao©toxy-22-chlar®-olean- 
1 3(1 8)-ene as needles* moPo and mixed mopo 2 06-2 0 8®, - 4 3*
(c*0 o9 5 )» The infrared spectrum was identical with that @f
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an authentic specimen and showed no band at 1100 cfflo .
Treatment of 33@24^Diaoetoxy-22-ohloro«olean=13(18)"
-ene with Sodium Methoxide. » A solution of the chloro«»compound 
(50 mgo) in dry methanol (7 CoC.) was treated with a solution 
of sodium methoxid© (from sodium* 5 mg.* and methanol* 0 CoCo) 
and the mixture was boiled under reflux for 16 hr. The product 
was isolated by means of ether and was crystallised from methanol 
to give soyasapogenol D as prisms# mo p. and mixed moPo 287«'292®* 
[«Jp 59® (c.#lo37)* The infrared spectrum was identical with
i
that of authentic soyasapogenol D and showed a band at 1100 cmo^ *
The above compound# m.po 287-292®, was treated with 
pyridine-acetic anhydride (1:1, 4 CoOo) at 100® for 1 hr®
Working up in the usual way and crystallisation of the product 
from ohloroform-methanol gave soyasapogenol D diacetate as plates, 
m.po and mixed m.p® I92-I94®, - 44® (£,1®9)« The Infrared
spectrum was identical with that of authentic soyasapogenol D 
diacetateo
Treatment of Soyasapogenol B with Mineral Acid. - 
A solution of soyasapogenol B, moP® 255-250®, [®]jj + 90®, (2 go) 
in methanol (240 CoCo) was treated with concentrated hydrochloric 
acid (40 OoCo) and the mixture was refluxed for 40 hro The 
solution was allowed to cool and th© material which separated
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out was filtered off and reorystallised from chloroform- 
-methanol to give soyasapogenol D as prisms® m®p® and mixed 
ffioPo 297“300®p [®Jj) “ 59® (2plo2)(, The infrared spectrum 
was identical with that of soyasapogenol D obtained from 
aoya beans®
The identity of the soyasapogenol D prepared above 
was confirmed by preparation of the diacetat©* mop® and mixed 
ra®p® 192->194®s> - 4506® (0,51®55)° The infrared spectrum
vms identical with that of an authentic specimen®
Treatment of the dioxodienyl derivative of soyasapogenol 
B triacetate in the same way followed by acétylation gave 
unchanged starting material* identified by mixed m®po and 
infrared spectrum®
Oxidation of f -Amyrin Acetate with Chromium Trioxid©®
A solution of ^ - anyrin acetate (1 go) in stabilised acetic 
acid (600 CoCo) was treated with chromium trioxide (90O mg®)* 
in stabilised acetic acid (60 CoO®) at room temperature for 
20 hr® The product* Isolated in the usual manner* was 
dissolved in light petroleum and chromatographed on alumina 
(32 go)o
Fractions (230 rag®) eluted with light petroleum w©r© 
crystallised from aqueous methanol as fin© needles* m®po 199-203®*
50
[o]_ - 105® (o.fOo52), Xg,ax.256o 1. ( £ «  6,800). The infrared
1 cjl
spectrum showed bands at 1736# 1248 (OAc)^ I670 cmo
(ap-unsaturated ketone)® This compound is probably impure
3p-acetoxy-19'=’Oxo-olean-15(l8)-©n© for which Ruzicka^ Ogives
m®po219®o
Oxidation of Soyasapogenol D Placetate with Chromium 
Trioxide® - Chromium trioxide (700 mg®) in a minimum of water 
and acetic acid (50 o®o®) was added to a solution of soyasapogenol 
D diacetate (l®06 g®) in stabilised acetic acid (50 c®o®)® The 
mixture whs allowed to stand at room temperature for 20 hr® 
then the excess of chromic acid was destroyed with methanol and 
the product was isolated by means of ether. A solution of the 
product (1.02 g o )  in benzene-light petroleum (1:4) was chromato­
graphed on alumina (25 g » ) o
Elution with benzene-light petroleum (1:1) gave a 
fraction (215 mg®) which crystallised from ohloroform-methanol 
to give 33#24-diacetoxy-22-methoxy-19-oxo-olean-13(16)-ene as plates 
m®po and mixed m®po 229-231®, - Il0o5® (o.#lo8), 2550 A®
(£ 6,950)0 The infrared spectrum showed bands at 1735#
œal â
1250 crao (OAc), I672 cm® (ap-unsaturated ketone), IO90 cm°
(OM© group)® (Founds G,73°5B H,9o3° 0  ^ requires C,73o6s
H,9o5?^)°
A fraction ©luted with benzene-light petrolsum (2sl) was
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crystallised from methanol to give the Op-diacetate as prisms
(25 mg.), m.p. 296-298®, [a]jj + 8® (c,0.5), ^260 1.
(£*3 4*000) » The infrared spectrum showed bands at 1735*
i
1242 cm®* (OAc), 1748 cm®"* (five membered ring ketone), 178?
cmo*^ ( Y-lactone), 1092 (O-Me group)® (Found: G,70®3$
H,8o35o OggHgoOg requires G*70o2g H*8®4^)®
Elution with benzene yielded a fraction which crystallised 
from ohloroform-methanol to give 53<?24-diacetoxy-22-methoxy- 
-12o19-dloxo-oleanane as blSides (I65 mg®), mop® 257°259®t 
+ 50® (o.#0o5)# 2070 ( £ «  4#000)o This compound gave no
colour with tetranitromethane and showed bands in the infrared
at 1756, 1255 cm" (OAc)* 1715 (ketone in six membered
<=,£
ring), 109e cmo“ (O-Me group). (Pounds C,71o8$ H,9o5o 
requires 0,71*6; H,9o3^)*
A further fraction was eluted with benzene-ether (19:1) 
and was crystallised from ohloroform-methanol to give 53,24- 
diaoetoxy-22-methoxy-12,l9”dioxo-18«-oleanane, as needles (110 mg®)? 
m.p. 291-292®, [a]g + 0» (c.,0.5), 2070 ( £ -  3,500). This
compound gave no colour with tetranitromethane and showed bands 
in the infrared spectrum at 1753# 1239 cm® (OAc), 1712 cm®^ 
(ketone In six membered ring), IO98 cm® (O-Me group)® (Founds 
C,71o859 H,9o2® CggHg^O^ requires C*71o6g H*9o3^)o
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Oxidation of 3 0 f)2239 24-Triaeetoxy-ol©sn»13(l0 )“©n© with
„L, V % V W „ „ n nn->. m     iiFY# *  tnjc in«if i»  imi r - T i  ^  ^  *  «      « m r r .  r-i i»«5>
Performio Ac id® « A solution ©f 3P*22p*24'='triae©toxy-oI©sn- 
-13(18)«©n@ (380 mgo) in ethyl acetate (16 c®c®) was treated at 
45® with hydrogen peroxide (100 vol® * 3 CoC®) in formic acid 
(98-100^* 14 CoC®)* added over 2®5 hr® The solution was kept 
at the same temperature for 2®5 hr® then the volume of th© 
solution was reduced to approximately 12 CoC® The solid which 
separated on cooling was filtered off and recrystallised from 
methanol to give 33o220p24-triac©toxy-13(18)-epoxy-oleanan© as 
rods (204 mg® ) @ m®p® 228-230®* 8o7® (^* 1 ® 59)° This
compound gave no colour with tetranitromethan® and was transparent 
to ultraviolet light® The infrared spectrum showed bands at 
1724 and 1238 cm®“  ^ (OAe)® (Founds Cp?2o3§ E*9o2o 0^
requires C,?2oO§ E*9o4^)*
Treatment of 33 b 220 p 24^Triacetoxy-l3(18)-©poxy-oloanan© 
with Mineral A d d ® - A solution of the above epoxide triacetate 
m®po 228-230®, (100 mg® ) in glacial acetic a d d  (I5 CoO®) was 
treated with concentrated hydrochloric acid (0®5 CoC®) and th© 
mixture was maintained at 100® for 30 minutes® Evaporation 
of the solvent and csystallisation of the residue from methanol 
gave needlosp m®p® 248-250®* A  2420* 251O9 2600 A® (£“24#000f 
27*500§ 18,300)o Identity with 300 220*24“triacetoxy-ol©ana-
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=llpl3(18)-dlene was shown by mixed moPo and infrared comparison®
Oxidation of Soyasapogenol D Biaootat© with Performi©
Acido « Sapogenol D diacetate (532 mg®) in ethyl acetat©
(20 GoGo) was treated with hydrogen peroxide (100 vol®* 3o5 
CoCo) and formic acid (98-100^* 17 c®e®)* added with stirring 
over 2®5 hr® at 45®° After a further 2®5 hr® at th© sam© 
temperature the solution was evaporated to approximately 15 OoO® 
and allowed to crystallise® Reciystallisation of the product 
from ohloroform-methanol gave 3p p 24-dlacetoxy-22-methoxy 
-15(l8)-8£^^-oOjeaiiane as rods, m.p, 252=234°, [a]^ = 8.3® 
(c,lo2l)o This compound gave no colour with tetranitromethane 
and showed no selective ultraviolet absorption® The infrared
— i mi
Bpeotrum showed bands at 1735# 1242 cm." (OAo) and 1100 cm.
(O-He group). (Found: 0 ,73°5l H,9«7 * requires
C,73.,4» H,9.85?ê).
Treatment of Soyasapogenol D Biacetate Oxide with 
Mineral Acid. - A solution of the epoxide (I40 mg®) in 
glacial acetic acid (29 o®c®) was treated with conoontratod 
hydrochloric acid (1 c.c®) and kept at 100® for 0®5 hr® Th® 
solution was evaporated to dryness under reduced pressure and 
the product was crystallised from ohloroform-methanol to give 
30 *24-diae®tqxy-22-QhlQro-Qleana-11*13(18)-diene as n®eâl@e*
5ii
m.p. 212-214®, [«]jj - 49® (0,0.71), 2520, 2610 A,
( 29pOOO§ 34*500; 22*400)® The infrared spectrum showed 
bands at 1730* 1253* 1237 (OAo)® (Founds G*7^o3?
E*9p4^ Clp6®0o Gg^Hg^O^Gl requires G*73o0§ H,9o2; Gl6®35^)o 
3P-24-J)lbydroxy-22-Biethoxy-oleana-ll *13(18)-dion© ® - 
A solution of the above chlorodienjl aoetat® (60 rag®) in dry 
methanol (10 OoC®) was treated with a solution of sodium 
methoxid© (from sodium* 500 mg® * in m©thanol 10 CoO®) and th© 
solution was refluxed for 16 hr® Th® product* isolated by 
means of ether* was crystallised from ohloroform-methanol to 
give 30 024-dihydroxy-22-m©thoxy-o1eana-11„13(18)-dlene as
^  ^  I  I  f i l l  ............ .iT 'm w iiiiiitfBaC&t P*»ro=sss6tiw n iza*. if  ^\ f w « »
plates (44 mg.), m.p. 296-298°, [a]g - 79“ (£,0.71),
2440, 2520, 2610 A. ( € “ 27,300; 31,600; 19,500). The infrared
% 3.
spectrum showed bands at 3390 cmo"* (OH)* 1087 cmo^ (O-M© 
group)® (Founds 0*77° 5$ H*10o4" Gg^Hg^OgoO®501% OH requires 
G*77o7§ Hpl0o7?S)o
Hydrogenation of the 11*13(18)-Diene®- The diene-diol* 
fflopo 296-298®# (I8 mgo) was acetylated with pyridine and 
acetic anhydride (isl* 4 o°o@) at room temperatureo Th© product 
(21 mgo)* isolated with ether* was dissolved in analar glacial 
acetic acid (25 c®Co) and shaken with hydrogen in th© presence 
of platinum (from platinum oxid©* 20 mg®) for I5 hr® Working 
up in the usual way and crystallisation of the product from
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chloroform-methanol gave soyasapogenol D diaoetat® mop® and
mixed m®po 108«191°9 2080 A® ( £ ^  9»140)o A comparison
of the infrared spectra# in carbon tetrachloride# confirmed 
that the product was sapogenol 3) diacetate®
SB0SÏOI 31
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In 1946 Bledebach investigated the action of
mercuric acetate on two members of the Xupane group of 
triterpenoe* namely lupeol and betulin* and also on several 
other triterpaneo of the oleanane and ursane groupso Biedebach 
reported that whereas «-amyrin* p<=»an[^ yrinland lupanyl acetate 
(hXXVIl) are unchanged after treatment with mercuric acetate in 
chloroform«»aoetic acid solution^ lupeol and botulin derivatives 
give dohydrogenated productso In the ©as® of lupeol (Vila) 
th® product was described as an alcohol of molecular formula^
%  0% $  0 and it was further characterised by the preparation of am 
acetate e and of a benzoate * The product©
frog] botulin and betulin d lace tat e were not characterised o
Mercuric acetate has had a very limited use in the 
triterpenoid field although it has boon frequently employed for 
dohydrogenation of certain steroids0 In the latter
series* unsaturated compounds are dohydrogenated with mercuric 
acetate to give derivatives which have a new double bond in 
conjugation with the original unsaturated system* This* however* 
i© not the cas® with lupeol dorivativeo and the fact that these 
oompoumd© ar® affected by mercuric acetate is apparently duo to 
th® roaotiv© nature of tho double bond in the side chain ezocyclic 
to ring Eo
xj-stovostlgatod mereiarlo ac©tat® 
d©îj^drogôastloa c?f lup©ôl dérivâtlv@8 and has obtained th© 8am© 
aleohoIg aootat© and hensoat© d©sorlb@d above although anal^sos 
of the©© oompouM© Indicated th© moleemlar formula for
the parent alooholo The corresponding koton© and h^dreoarbom 
derivative8 have also boon prepared by deliydrogenation of lupemom# 
(lYll) aïid oi^lupen© (?IIf) with me re or lo aeotatOo
_ L
o
(MEX7ÎÏ) (XVII)
R
(VII)
O
(LXXIX)
(a) R^OH? S “ « H, (%) RsOHoE“o (a)S^OHg R*™H. (b) R =.0H =» R" 
(0) RmOAec H® ® a , (a )  H^OAeral®.(e)S°OA06 {&) RoOAe*=R®
(©) R0QB85 R® c Bs (f) (0 )S'=QBz8 R®^Bc (f) S<®HaR*<.
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On t.h© basis of ©videno© presontod below these compounds
have been formulated as non-oonjugated dienes (LXXVIIZ a5 c, f)
and (liXXIX) with molecular formula derived from the hyds’ocarbon 
CgoH^gP (iXXVIIIf )0 All of these compounds are chromatographic-* 
ally homogeneous and have been Interrelated by th© following 
standard procedure©<> Alkaline hydrolysis of both th© non*= 
conjugated dienyl acetate and b©nsoate yielded the di-unsaturated 
alcohol from which the original acetate (iMVllXc) vms regenerated 
by acetylatioUo Oxidation of the alcohol with the Kiliani 
reagent furnished the corresponding ketone identical with
d©hydrolup©none (LXXÎX) and this was readily reduced by the
ofWolff®îCl®ohn©r method to the hydrocarbon identical with
dGhydro«'S-lup©n© (LXXVÏIÏ f)o In all of these compound© the 
analytical and spectroscopic evidence indicated tho presence of 
two non^conjugated double bond© in a p©ntacyclic system®
Since th® abov© compounds have been interoonvertedg the 
double bonds must oo©upy the same positions in each carbon 
skelotoxio Therefore th© reaction© of the acetate (hXXVIÏXc) 
typical of th© group® Each member of the group shows
o
maximal ultraviolet absorption at 205O A® ( £ ^ 7p580)o This 
intensity io considerably higher than that of th© corresponding 
lupeol d©rivatlv©s from which they are generated (£ 59500)o
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Furthermore 9 infrared evidence Indioatee the presence of a 
vlnyXiderxQ group in all the dohydrogenation product@o
Proof of th© presen®© of two ©thylenio linkage© wa® 
forthcoming from several standard reactionso Treatment of the 
dienyl acetate (hXXVIXIo) with either perfomlc aoid or 
porhensaio aoid yielded a compound0 which gave no
colour with tctranltromethan© and which was transparent to 
ultraviolet lighto In addition® it© infrared spectrum showed 
no hands which could be assigned to a carbonyl,functiono This 
compound has therefore been formulated as the diepoxide (hXXX)o 
Lithium alûminlum hydride reduction of the osmat® ©stor® derived 
from the, dienyl acetate by the action of osmium tetroxid©® 
yielded a crude pentahydroxy compound which was acotylat©d and 
characterised m  the saturated 3p£)50‘^"dia@©to5s:y-12p®15Pfj20«» 
trihydroKylupan© (LXXXI)® The structure of th© pentol diacetate 
was deduced from a consideration of infrared® ultraviolet and 
analytical data and affords evidence for the oxieten©© of a dieme 
system in the original acetate«
Catalytic hydrogenation of the acetate (MXFIlXc) resulted 
in th© uptake of one'mol© of.hydrogen and gave a product®
0gg%^0j3® (LXHIÏ) which exhibited ultraviolet absorption at
o
2050 Aû (Eg5^5GO)o This ultraviolet absorption is typical of a 
trisubetituted double bond^^ and since the infrared spectrum of
âO
the compound providec no evidence for the ezietenoe of a 
vinylIdenè group it was concluded that hydrogenation of the 
non«»conjugatod dlene affected only the more reactive vinyllden© 
groupa
’0&3
(œcx) (LXXXI) (LXXXII)
Treatment of a solution of the d@hydro>“lupenyl acetate 
(LXSVÎIÏ©) in glacial acetic aeid with conoontrated hydroohlorlo 
acid gave a mixture of conjugated dienyl aootàte© whi^h wa® 
readily resolved by chromatography on alumina Into two well 
dofined ©omponentSo Thee© products did not supply direct 
©vldon®© for the structural elucidation of th© mercuric acetate 
dohydrogenatlon compounds but they are of interest and their 
structured will be discussed latero
6 1
of tho. Double Bonda In Dehydro-lupeol ParivatlvaB.
On th® basis of infrared ovidenoe It has already been 
shown that all the compoundo obtained from lupeol dérivâtiveo by 
dehydrogenation with merourio aoetate contain a vinylidene groupo 
Confirmation of this foot was readily obtained by chemioal moans 
when OESonolyeie of the non-oonjugatod dienyl aoetate gave formal^ 
dehyde in good yields Similarlyp lead tetra«»aoetate treatment of 
the pontahydroxy compound derived from the dienyl aoetate by the 
action of osmium tetroxid© also yielded foraaldehyden. Unfortunately 
neither of these experiments afforded a pure norketone» proeumably 
beoaua© of reaction at the other centre of unoaturationo
On the assumption that no rearrangement had taken place 
during the dehydrogenation it seemed most likely that the vinylic 
dene group was present in the same environment as in lupeol io@o 
in an isopropenyl side chain. Members of the lupeol group of 
triterpensB may isomerise in the presence of acid with enlargement
OS £>iOO
of ring E and since the dehydrogenation reactions were
carried out in a glacial acetic acid medium^ products of the type 
(LXXXXII) were also considered possibleo Howeverg the latter has 
been ruled out on the basis of convincing evidence obtained from 
compounds derived from betulin and betulinic acid by the action 
of mercuric acetate and the presence of a five membered ring E 
and isoproponyl aid© chain has boon clearly established^
ïhe conclusion that the vlnyliden© ^roup wa© in the same 
environment as in lupeol made easier the location of the second 
double bond in the dehydrogenated serieso Q?he presence of a 
reactive double bond is obviously necessary to initiate the 
reaction with mercuric acetate since there is no reaction with 
G^amyrin (XXXllIa)^ P<=-amyrin (XXXIIa)* and lupanyl acetate 
(LXXTÏÎ)o From this observation it was deduced that the 
second double bond was introduced at a position close to the 
vinylidene groupe Proximity of the double bonds might also bo 
expected since dehydrogonation of certain steroids with mercuric 
acotato results in the formation of conjugated dieneso 
Therefore in the dohydro-lupeol derivatives the most probable 
location of the second double bond would be in rings G , D or B,
N O
( m x m )  (viia)
T W  saatuK*© of %lio ultmvlolot epeotra of tho mem<^
©OEljugatoC êl^meo also imdlcaWm that th© two œssituratoâ ©omtros
aro ol&MGted ol@ao t@ ©aeSa otho^o Boa M o o  a honing a h%h©^
o
latonolty at ÊOgO A. th©ao mpoota^a had b diatlnet Inflow lorn
o
Im tho 2o300 âo roglom (ttgol)o Thia tosadoacy to shift the 
aha#rptlorn to higher wavelongtha Im apparently cauaod hy ImctGro 
aetioa hotnooa tho oloctromm of the double boMso
<»o“ .Impemyl aootato o 4^370
!%%p^ 1 2 p a c e t a t e  £ q ^qq « 4p60©
lmpa>^12pS0(50)^cliea«5P*-yl aoetate
xzo %%() V.^ 0 %6o A10
^ / 4
Table III gives details of the ultraviolet spectra of 
several derivatives of lupeolp betulin and betulinio aeido Th© 
absorption values shown are for the vinylidone groupp the elion© 
ax%d the newly introduced double bond»
TABLF. IllC4Ï3 K:î ro fa S3 tî3 C3 03 Ü3
Compound
Lupeol
Luponyl
aoetate
Betulin
Betulin
diaoetat©
Methyl acetyl 
betulimt©
Acetyl
betulinio
a o M
£ ato Monsoonjugated Dlene
2050 A. Dériva’SiVQo
Cat 2050 A» Eat 2250 A
4 s 100 6,500 2,240
4,375 8,100 2,820
4,050 8,300 2,610
3,900 8,450 2,810
4,180 7,290 3,050
4,400 7,550 2,850
Product from 
hydrogonat ion of 
diono» Cat 205O A
4 A 5 0
5p6oo
4&300
3 9 900
Assuming that the vinylidon© group in the dohydrogenated 
compounda is in the same position as in the parent lupeol dériva^ - 
tivQS we can limit the number of possible locations for the second 
double bond as follows» Positions 18(19) and 19(21) may be 
excluded as these would (Constitute a conjugated system with the 
20 (5 0 ) «double bondo Treatment of the non-^ o on j ugat e d dienyl 
acetate (MITIIXe) with hydrogen in the presence of a platinum
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omtaXyst caused reduction of the vinyllden# group but did not
affect the second double bond. Therefore the latter cannot be
at positioHB 11(12), 15(16) or 21(22) since these are disubstituted
eo^ee^ iis
and are readily reduced in other triterpenea. The only
other possible locations of the double bond in rings C, B or B 
are 9(11)p 12(15)9 and 15(18) unless there has been methyl group 
migration during the mercuric acetate treatment. Such a rearrange« 
ment %$ extremely unlikely in view of the fact that th© reaction 
medium is chloroform and acetic acid»
Of these three possibilities 9 the 9(ll)**‘POfiition was 
considered unlikely in view of ita distance from the vinylidone 
group and although subsequent reactions involving the lupeol 
derivatives did not differentiate between this position and the 
12(15)-position it can be excluded on the grounds of evidence 
presented below in the section dealing with betulinio acid 
derivativeso
Differentiation between positions 12(15) and 15(18) was 
made in the following manner0 The ultraviolet evidence given in 
Table III shows clearly that the new double bond has maximal
o
absorption at 2050 A» (£^ 4000)» Derivativoo of the olean«=12«^ene 
typo usually absorb at approximately 2050 Ao (€^,4000) wheroae 
cOBipoundo of the 0 ( 18 )^ ono type generally exhibit maximal
A , .
absorption at about 2090 Ao (g^ lO^OOO)» This provides ovidQa®o 
for th© location of the double bond9 introduced into the lupeol
mo3,©©ttl0 by dohyds^o^Qnatioaj, in a triambQtituted rather than a 
toteaoiab^tlttttod position loOo the evidence favoara the 12(1))*= 
position*
Proof of the ©n^ironmeat of the leaa reaotivo doable- bond 
ï?a© afforded by examination of the reactivity of the mono«>ôtîïyl©nio 
aoetato (LXXXIl) obtained by hydrogenation of dehydro-lapenyl 
aootat© (LXXVIIIc)o Oxidation of the aoetate (iXXKÎï) nith 
ohromlum trioxide in acetio aoid gave am csp-»tmoaturated keton© 
(IXXXXV) which showed selective absorption in the ultraviolet at
e
2440 Ao ( Eg 15ï)000) and a band in the infrared opeotrum at I695 
••4
omo*” Catalytic hydrogenation of the «p#"uneaturated ketone 
(XjXXXI7) regenerated the original olefin (lAXXIl)$ Theoe reaction© 
are oharaoteristio of the trioubstituted 12(l))*double bond^^ 
in euoh compounds as @*amyrin and p-amyrin.
Mention has already been made of the saturated compound 
obtained from the dienyX acetate (MXVIIIo) by the action of 
osmium tetroxlde followed by reduction with lithium aluminium 
hydride and acétylation* The product was charaotos^ioed aa a 
panto I diàQ©tat©o which wap treinpparent to ultraviolet
light0 gave no colour with t©tranitrom$thorn© and showed banda in
<n:3- caâ
it© infrared apectmi at 5509 (hydrosry 1)s 1Î59 (unbond@(9
acetate)s) and 1712 (bonded acetate)* From this ©vid©n©e the
pentol'diacotat© has been formulated m  (MXXl)o At first 6%ht 
this conclusion may appear to be erroneous ©incc the hydroxyl gremp
attached to poaitlon 12 Is secondary and might therefore he expected 
to form an acetyl derivative * The existence of a 1); 18-glycol
system would also explain the formation of a pentol diacetate since
the l^glSgand 20 hydroxyl groups would he tertiary and therefor©
unaoylahloo
Howeverjj from the study of a molecular model of the pentol
it is obvious that the hydroxyl group at position 12 is very strongly
hindered hy the old© chain and would not he acetylated under normal
conditions and probably not even under forcing conditions* In fact?
the hydroxyl group is apparently more strongly hindered than that
in lip«hydroxy steroids which do not give acetyl derivatives under
loa
normal conditions*
Similarly 9 treatment of the dihydro-compound (IXXXII) with 
osmium tetroxlde followed hy reduction with lithium aluminium 
hydride and acétylation of the product at room temperature gave a 
triol mono-acetate9 » (iXXXy). Two bands in the carbonyl
c=A cA
region of its infrared spectrum at 1759 cm* and 1712 cm* 
indicated that there was intermoleoular interference between the
)«acetat© group and the 12% 1) glycol system* Another peculiarity 
of the triol mono-acetate was that g although it was beautifully 
crystalline and chromatographically homogeneous g it melted ov@:e a 
wide range0 215-245^« The wide molting range may be due to 
dehydration of the glycol group near the melting point or to the 
compound being a mixture of stereo-isomeric glycols*
4nÔ
(LXXSÎY) (IXXW) (L m v i)
Cowincin^ proof of th® esivlronment of th® glycoX group 
la eosapaüsid (LXXXT) and therefor© of th© oecond double bond in th© 
non-^-oonjugàtod dlenee waa obtained by treatment of the triol mom@« 
acetate with lead tetra^-acetatoo $*iseion of the glyool in this way 
gave a oompound» niopo 186-186®» the infrared spectrum of which 
showed no bands attributable to a hydroxyl group but which contained 
a strong band in the carbonyl regiono Using a calcium fluorid® 
prism it was possible to resolve this carbonyl band and th® 
spectrum thus obtained showed peaks at lT3^e I24S cido^ (scotat©)^ 
2820p 1721 cmo^^ (aldehyde) and I706 ciSo^ (ketone in a six 
momberod ring)» The compound has therefor® been formulated as the 
k@to«aldohyd@ (LXXXVI) since fiasionsof a IJslQ glycol in the 
same way would give rise to a diketone » Thus the triol mono- 
acetate must have structure (lÆXW^}o
A further attempt was made to show that th© nuclear double 
bond in d©hydrolupei^l acetate had similar reactivity to that
ohovn by derivative? of olean-12«'eno (LXXXVIl). Oxidation of the 
dibydro alcohol (LXXXIIa) and of Ita acetate (iXXXXXb) with perbenaoic 
acid gave the corresponding oxides which may be represented by the 
otructuroa (LXXXVIIIa) and (iXXXVIIIb) respectively* Neither of
those compomd© showed any selective absorption in the ultraviolet 
nor gave any colour with tetranitromothanoo In neither case did 
the Infrared spectrum show any bands which could be assigned to a 
ketone groupo Analystes of the oxides were consistent with thé 
molecular formulae @ and %% %  roapectlvelyo
(ixxmil)(a) R
(b) R
OH
OAo
(UCXXVII) (mxix)
(xc) (XCI)
?0
Treatment of the aloohol oxide (iXXXVIlIa) with 
concentrated hydrochloric acid in acetic acid yielded a eatûrated
acetateÿ mopo 272-274®© + 24®» which was transparent to
ultraviolet lightp gave no colour with totranitromethanep showed 
only acetate hand© in it® infrared spectrum and was formulated hy 
analysis as OggEgg %  <, This saturated acetate was also obtained as 
a by-product in the chromium trioxid© oxidation of the dihydro 
acetate (LKXXXIb)o From this reaction there was also isolated a 
second saturated acetatep moPo 2 4 2 - 2 4 4 ^ which warn
apparently isomeric with the first compoundp m<>po 272-274®» and 
had vexy similar light absorption propertieso A third isomeric 
acetate, m«po 226-228®, - 16®, was isolated in low yield from
the perbenzoic acetate oxidation of the unsaturated acetate 
(UCXXIIb)c
It is difficult to explain the formation of these compounds. 
The analyses figures, do not, of course, exclude a molecular 
formula of but it is impossible to see how reduction oould
occur in the oxidising conditions used. Alternativelyg to
accommodate a molecular formula of for these saturated
aoctateo their structures must necessarily be hexacyclico A 
possible method of formation of these compounds would involve th© 
l2(l3)-doubl@ bond and the side chain or a neighbouring methyl
i 0@
group a© in other cyclopropane derivative©o Possible stru©tur©©
for these compounds are (LXXXIX)p (XC)» and (XCl)o The stihicturec 
of the saturated acetates were not further Inwestigatedo
From the evidence presented above it was deoided that the 
compounds obtained by dehydrogenation of lupeol derivatives with 
mercuric acetate were indeed the 12p20()0)=^dlenes (IXXFlXIaÿ o» eg  ^
and (iXXIX)o Confirmation of this conclusion was forthcoming from 
the reactions on betulinic acid derivatives described below»
The Acid Isomérisation of Lupeol and the Dehydro-compoundc»
Thè classical isomérisation of lupenon© (XVII) to ^ «
â s
omyrenone (XVIIl) carried out by Amesp Halsallj and Jones is 
repMsented by the mechanism shown below in Table IVa
TABIiE IV
(XVII) (XOII)
(XCIII)
(XCVI)
(xcv) (Vllb) (xcv II)
Protosaatlon of the double bond In the side chain is
followed b^ r fission of th® bond between and with
subsequent s’in^ enlargement to give tho Intermediate carbonium 
ion (XCÏÎjQ^ Stabilisation of this ion may occur by s e w m l  different 
meanso For instance5 treatment of lupenone with formic acid 
results in the formation of the l^a«formylo3:y dorlvative (X0¥ ) @f 
10^«o3ban-=3°on®o Similarly^, treatment of lupenon© (XVIl) with 
dry hydrogen ohloride yields th© 19®*=ohloro«>compound (XCIV) miû 
when betulin is treated with formic acid the 268 19-other (XGVZl) 
is produced by loss of a proton from the alcohol group attached
Attempts to obtain analogous results with the no'n^conjugated 
dlone8 were unsuccessfulo Dehydrolupenyl acetate (UOCVIIIc) was 
l3om©ris©d by treatment with concentrated hydrochloric acid in 
acetic acid to a mixture of conjugated dlenyl acetateso Chroma^- 
tography of the mixture on alumina furnished two well defined 
component8 0 . !Tfe© first of these compound9 exhibited maximal
0
absorption in th© ultraviolet region at 2)40 A. (£^ 10^000)
showed a very high posltiv® spooifio rotatiom? ^ 260®)o
âlsojj it gavé a dark brown colour with tetranltromothan© and had 
& band in its infrared spectrum at 16 )0 It was therefor©
formulated as the oIsold dlene (XOVIIl) since its properties 
proved to bo completely analogous to those of methyl isodehydro« 
oloanolato^^® (XOIXa% 214®, Ao(€j 10,200).
The other compound isolated from this réaction had a ' 
negative specific rotation - 77*) and its ultraviolet
o
spectrum contained three well defined maxima at 2420, 2)10, 2600 A.
(£, 2),000@ 2 6,000; lg,000). Again a weak band a 1 6 )0 cbq*^ was
evident in the Infrared spectrum and the compound gave a broVn
colour with tetranitromethane» The ultraviolet spectrum and
specific rotation were closely analogous to those of the tranaoid
i06’6£
heteroannular *ll,l)(1 8)-dienes found in the oleanane and
i 07
ursane series » For example, oleana^'ll,1)(18)«dienyl acetate
(XXXVI) has [a]^ - 6?* and A ^ ^ ^ / 440  ^ 2)20, 2610 Ao 26,000; 
)0,000g 21,000)o Structure (c) was therefore proposed for the 
lupool dorivativoo
Hydrogomtion of both conjugated diene© (XGVIIZ) and
yielded the ©am© totrasubstltuted olefin, ^  2060 Ao 10,000),
o
which was assigned the structure (Ol)o Th© constitutions mocrlbed 
to the diene© (XCTIIl) and (C), and also to the olefim (GI) are
(xcvIII) (XCIX) (a) R - OH 
(b) R « OAo
(01) (Oil) (GUI)
©mpport©d by the molecular rotation changea which ocour on 
hydrogenation of th© dieneso It is evident from Table V that 
the rotational changes involved are similar to those which occur 
when the analogous dienesg methyl dehydro-oleanolate acetate (Oil) 
and methyl isodehydro^oXeanolate acetate (XGIXh)are hydrogenated 
to the olefin9 methyl olean*l)(l8)-enolate acetate (Cïlï)o
It is noteworthy that th© two conjugated dicnes from lupeol 
can be int©rconv©rt©d by th© action of mineral acid ioOo treatment 
of either of these compounds with hydrochloric acid yields an 
equilibrium mixture of both* In th© oleanane series^ methyl 
lsod©hydro«oleanolat© ©cotat© (XGIXt)ia convertedp almost quant1= 
tativolye Into methyl d©hydrO“Oleanolate (Cïî) by hydrogen chlorideo
w m  ¥C3 S3 t:s C3 IS aa
Îloth^l isod©hydro-=>ol©ginolat0 acetate 4-20^ °
(%0m) -1410"»
Methyl cl@am°13( 1® )<-@nclat@ scetat© «= 6To§® 345^
(a m )
4^ 305^
Methyl d®hgrdro«ôl©anolat© a©©tat© (CIï) 6gO®
3P-^A©©t®2syIupa<=>12pl©<^ âi©3i© (l€?Iïl) *2*263'^  -î»1230®
3P°A©01czylup<= 13( 18)«'©me (Gî) •=• 20° = 94®
3P«'A©@tox3rIupa^Ilpl3(X@)«=di©sîi® (c) -  T4o5® “34?o5®
-1324®
<-2530 5'
E©T7e w %  Im th© latter ©as© th© reaction Is lrr©v©rsihl©o This 
slight diffei^eno© in th© relative etabiliti©© ©f th© dlenoa in th© 
tuo series may b© du© to the gr©B©n©© of a five m©mber©ôL ring in 
the lupeol derivativcBo
Further attempts to prepare the l9®”'Shl©2’© derivative (Olfa) 
mmd the I9«s->formylossy derivative (GIVb) of I0(%<=,oleam==12=eme 
from dehydroImpemy1 acetate (LSDCFXIIc) by the action of dry hydrogem 
chloride and of formic aoidg respectivelyp were musuooeasful and 
©imply gave the mixture of conjugated dlemes (XGFIXI) and (C)p 
described aboveo The 11 p 13( 1^)-^ d^lemy 1 derivative (c) of lupeoX was 
mot idemtloal with 3P'=*aoetoxyoleama°llpl5(l^)‘^di©n© (X5OTX) the refer© 
the isomerisatiom of the mom='©omjugated dleme (iXXFIXIc) ©ammot 
proceed by ©3ilarg©memt of ring E as im .ither lupeol typo oompeumds
(cfo U )  Ejim©© this would hav© yi@ ld@â th© ©leamamo
of dion© (XOTTï).o A aos*® prohabl© mod® of foarmatiom of th© di©a©(S 
(XCVÏÏî) a M  (C) 1b outliu©d helowc
R  Gs 03.
E  m ©O0EO
:0tc'
4eO y\^ I?
( x m x x x ) iOYX)
la thi© ©as© formation of th© oarhoaiue ion (Olf) la followed^ 
not hy ring enlargement g but by hydride ©hift to give th© omrbomium 
lorn (CTI) whieh i© atsbilieed by loa a of m proton from to
form the oisoid^typ© di©sie (XGVIIl) amd theno© am oquillbrlmm 
®i5îtmr@ of both diem©a (XCVIII) and (g )o
^he Reaotioma of Betmlim and B©tulimio A o M  with Meromrio Aoetmt© « 
While the foregoing work on lupeol and related oompomds was 
in progroas it was decided to imveatigate the reaotiom of meramri© 
aoetato ©m derivativea of betulixio Biedebaoh^^reportod that
11
Kiereurlo ac©tate reacted with betulin and with its diaootate but
he did not characterise the productso Aa investigation of these
1 09
reactions was carried out in this department bj Go Ho Taylor 
to Tfhom the author is indebted for supplying much of th© inform©^ 
tion described belowo A description of the detail© of this work 
la included at this stag® as it is very closely linked with the 
author®© investigation of botulinic acid derivativeso
R
'CM.CM
(Tj) E “'E” = OH 
(d) E » H* « OAc
(b) R 
(a )  H
R
OAc
CHMâo.
Hohydrogenatiosi of foetulin diacetate (Vlld) with mercuric 
acetate in acetic acid furnished th© expected di@n0-diac©tat® 
(LXZ¥Xïïd) which was hydrolysed by alkali to the dieno^-diol 
( I3t3[? I lib ) o Acétylation of the diol regenerated the par^ aniG 
diacetat© (L30C?IIId)<. Hydrogenation of the diace tat© g with th© 
uptake of on© mole of hydrogen g gave an um&mturated compound,.
9 (GTII)s 2060 Ao (£,?p900)g which showed no
bande In the Infrarod epoetrum attributable to a vimylldene 
groupe ^h© above reactions and produotm ©how oomplete analogy 
to thoe© in th© lupeol ©erleso
Howeverp treatment of betulin (YïXb) itself with morouri# 
aoetate in acetio acid gave a product which wa© not identical 
with th© diene^diol (iXXYïïIb) although there were band© in it© 
infrared spectrum which could b® assigned to hydroxyl and 
vinylid®no group©o furthermore9 acétylation of this compound
gav© an acetatep the analysis of which indicated a molecular 
formula p o consistent with a mono*==acetyl de hydro™
derivative of betuliuo From an mzamlmatlon of the infrared 
spectrum of th© mono^acetat© it was evident that there was no 
free hydroxyl group present in the compoundo That th© vinylIdemm 
group was the only centre of unsaturation in the mono^acetat© 
was shown by hydrogenation (l molo) to a saturated compound 
GggH^g^o The un©aturat@d mono^acetat® ^ % c %  9 was also
prepared by dehydrogenation of betulin g-mono^acetmte (C¥ÏII) 
with mercuric acetat©o
From a consideration of these facts it was obvious that 
th® oxygen function attached to no longer present a®
a primary hydroxyl group nor as a carbonyl functiouo To 
accommodate a molecular formula of th® saturated
ac©tat@B th® ©tructur® must be h©xa©y©IiCo #hu8 it seemed most
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(CVÏÏÏ)
(GXX)
âeÔ
(CSIï) (CXIII)
Mlcely that tfao primary alcohol group had reacted to form
an other in a manner similar to that described hy Henhest
S. ik © V
M d  HlGholls for the eyellamtlom of th© Ya^^^eatiîs^atëà
©.laoholp hieyelo [SsSal] hGp%=^=@m°2#=ylm8thamGl in th©
of m©reurio ©oetatQo Slnoo the dehydro^jenatioa of
lupeol d©a©s’lh©d Q,hov© s’osulted in th© ints*oduotion of a
double hond at the 12 ( 1^ ) «=po8 It lorn it was attractive to eoneider
that an ether linkage between and  ^had been formed
in this ©as© bj wagr of the oarbonlum Ion (C%) « Thu© th©
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unsaturated acetate^ described above may be represented
by structure (CIX) and its dihydro derivative by (CXl)o
These atmatures have beam substantiated by oxidation of 
the saturated ether (GXï) to a Y ^ laotone which has also beon 
obtained directly from acetyl betulinio acid (Vlïîb) by 
dehydrogesiation with mercuric acetate a M  hydrogenation of th© 
resultant iinsaturated lactone (XXb)o Th© smtmrated y  =laotem© 
must therefor© b© represented by structure (GXIî)o
Muclear magnetic resonance studies carried out on th© 
un©®turat©d acetyl ©th©r (GXX) indicated that ring E waSp as 
postulated9 five memb©red with an ieopropenyl side ©haiuy thus 
excluding the alternative structure (CXIXX) for th© unsaturmted 
©there Th© main features of this spectrum w©r@%« 
weak bands at ^ 6^o^b and 4- 89 du© to «0- protoms^
and peaks at 4-140 Oy/s and -s-l^O ey4 du© to GHg -G- protons o There 
was no evidence of a 7 doublet peak in the GEg=G= region 
which would be expected from the the GBg<=GH methyl group im the 
alternative structure (CZIIl)o
?h© Reactions of B©tulinic Acid Derivatives
wrfcwt iJXtattwAi»i.i -r.'visrje^'’apai*a''aa‘JVaiVT*
Th© results obtained from the mercuric acetate treatment
'&10of.
of betulln indicated that botulinic acid g by analogy^ 
would gtw® a lacton© under the same conditions « A^©tyl 
b©tulinie acid (Vlïïb) was therefore treated with mercuric 
acetate and a neutral product was obtained from the reaction
8%
missturo, ÏÏhi© eoEapouM BhoT/oi a *band la ita infrarod
apoatyisjQ at 1786 oibo whloh was attributed to a Y-=’laoton© 
asad it had bande at 1650 and 915 OBo attributable to the 
^inylidane group although the latter band is apparently 
displaced from th© more usual position 890 OBo On© 
unusual feature of this eompound was that it showed only low 
intensity absorption in the ultraviolet at 2050 Ao ( 2000)
and gav© no oolour with tetr&nltromethane. In spit© of this 
uneonvinolng physical evidemo© for th© ©listen©© of a vlnyliden© 
group9 the acetyl lactone underwent reaotione typical thla 
tmsaturated centre in lupeol derivatives and it has conDoquently 
been formulated a© (Xlb)o
a
M
(VXII)
(b)B Î3J H
{c)B g B ” ^ M©
a) R
b ) Ë ci#Ac
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(a) R
(b) H caCîàO
Catalytic bjtoog©natioa ©f th® a©©tjl .(^^) ^aV@
a d Ih^d^o^-derlvatlve (CXV?^)thus indieatisî^ th© pæesoMQ© ©f a 
S’©Qeti*7© doiabl© bondo Fisêîion of this d©x%bl© bomd by low 
tomperat^r© osonoljais of th© Mn©atnrat@d laoton® yielded m 
g0==mo%''^ 2O-^ -k©tom© (GXIV) and for*mald©hyd© im g^ ood yi©3.do 
of the msatumt©d la©ton® (X2b) with ael©3aima 
dioaid© In boilings glaeial moetio aeid affoxdQÛ am mp<=. 
mmsatwated aldehyde (COTï) which showed bamds In its infmr©d
cX coi
sp©ots?um at IT79 omo° ( y«laoton©)j, 1739 emo (aeetat©)^ amd
1 6 9 2  ©©o'” (®3p*=*raeatis^at©d a l d e h y d e ) o Oi?h© aldehyde ham a
ehas'aotes’isti© mlt^avlolet op©oteu‘EQ with mmisimal aboos^tiom tm
©
’2 2 0  &.
SJj©00 ttee® s’saotS.osng ahoî? that t W  ssasa'SKg’stQâ Iwatosm
(ici) eomtmlma a ¥i^^lid©n© amâ th© praduet al»tai®èd i^©m
th© ©®l©2âim dlozi&e e^ldatiom ia ap©ei.fi© for a vlmgrlldeme
of th@ lupaol tjp© io©o in an i^opropon^l eid© ©haino
Onlj tlii© tjrp© ©f douhl© bond giv®® ris© t@ an ^p-=>Bn©atnrat©â
® ©f S
ald@Xî^d© showing mltravlelet absorption at 2220 ât,
Shis 1® further proof that ring E in the delig/'drogenation 
prod%ot0 is th® same a® that in the starting materialo However
an attempt to enlarge ring E to a membered ring
a©id isomérisation was mnsuGcessfnlo It was hoped that
treatment of th© mnsaturated la©ton© (XXb) with hydrogen ©hloridè
9@
would give 9 by analogy with lupeol g a lgm^©hlor©<-la©tome 
(Clfll) whioh oomld then have been h^rdrogenated to th© known 
compound 9 16<K->©l©anoIio la© ton® (CXVÏII)» Although th© pro duet 
from this reaction gmv© a positive Beilst®in test it was 
identified as slightly Impure hydro^y-laetome (lia) by missed 
melting point and ©omparlson of its infrared spectrum with that 
of an amthentic sample «
HO
@4
position of th® lactone ring in oompommd (Xl) w©e 
dedueot by consideration of the evidence presented belowo 
Sine© the Xaoton® is derived from betuliaie aoid (¥IIIa) th® 
carbonyl group of the laeton© ring must b© at and im
view of th© Infrared ©videnc® which Indicate© that it is a 
Y^laeton® the ether bridge must link with either
Fisaiom of the lactone ring with lithium aluminium 
hydride yielded a triol (CXÏX) which was acetylated ueimg 
pyridine and acetic anhydride at 100® to give a diacetyl 
derivative (ClX)o By mean® of phosphoryl chloride in pyridine 
th® triol diacetate wa© readily dehydrated to furnish the 
dienyl diacetat© (DDOrXïïd)^ identical in all respect© with the 
compound obtained by mercuric aceta-t© dehydrogenation of 
betmlin diacetatOo Im th® triol one of th® hydro^l groupa 
muet be at position 5 and therefor® th® other two hydrosyl 
group© must b© attached to th© terminal carbon atoms of the 
lactone ringo Since the carbonyl group of the lacton© is 
located at reduction with lithium aluminium hydride
muet therefor® have produced a primary alcohol at that position* 
%"dro%yl group© at positions 3 and 28 are readily acetylated 
in other closely related compounds such as betulin therefore 
th© mac®tylated hydroxyl group in th© triol diacetat® (G%%)
lüfâslî mark the other terminal carbon atom of the lactone ring^ 
Both the hydrosEjmethyl group and the hydrosijl group produced 
by fission of the laoton© ring are considered to hav© the 
p==conflgwatlon since the carho3:yl group im 'betulinio acid has 
this configuration and the derived lac ton® system can only be 
accommodated on the (3-fao© of the molecule o
-OH 1
G j
1 Gg"
CH.O/Je
<cxix) (cxx)
s©
Of the four poesihl© position©
^(sâ ) the unacetylated hydrosyl group that at
b© excluded because the 2ip=hydro%yl group vrould he secondary 
and Is not strongly hindered g thtic it would h© readily 
acetylated as ia the ©as© in derivatives of soyasapegenol A,
On the ahov® ©viden©© the ISP^'POcltion may also he ruled outs 
In a taras©rol derivative (GDI) th© 15P hydrosqrl group is not 
acetylated under normal condition hut unlike th© triol dlae^t&t© 
(CD) this 15P'=^ hydro3î:y compound cannot he readily dehydrated
@6
Th© two remaining positionsp ^{^®J would giv©,«
t I b© to tertiary alaohols which would mot acetylato %mdmr normal 
©omditiom© although they would probably b© readily dehydratedo 
A decision between the®© two possibilities was readily mad© 
becamm© thurb#rogemim^^ has been shown to b© a 28§ 19P«»laoton© (%) 
of th® lmp©ol Bub-group of trit©rpenoids and neither it nor it© 
acetate warn identical with the corresponding derivatives of th© 
laetone obtained from betullnlo acid by the action of meromrlc 
aoetatOo In additlomg the dehydration of th© triol diaoetst© 
{C20l) yielded a non=eomjugat@d diem© which i@ not in agreement 
with the product ©zpeoted from dehydration of a tertiary hydro^l 
group at ^^â9) the vinyl idem® group would be mp to the
hydro2jylo TtaSg the lactone p  prepared by the action of 
mercuric acetate on acotyl betulini© aoid must have th© structer© 
(Xîb) and the derived triol and triol diaoetat© must be 
represented by © true t urea (Mil) and (CH)o
further evidence for th© above atruotiar©© wms obtained from 
th© reaction# carried out on derivatives of methyl acetyl 
betulinmt® (fïîlc)o Dehydrogemation of the ©©ter (VZIIc) with 
mercuric acetate im acetic acid gave a mom-conjugmted diem© 
which showed light absorption properties very similar to those 
of th© di@m@& obtained from derivatives of lupcol and batuliUo 
It ha# therefor© been formulated as {MHÏfâ)o Heductlom of
compound with lithium aluminium hydride furnishod a diem©-diol 
(l^OTIIIb) which wa© identical with that oompoumd previously 
prepared by alkaline hydrolysis of dohydrobetullm diaeetate 
(lâ}OC¥ÏXId)o Attempts to ozidleo th© diomo-dlol (ï#3D0riïïb) t© 
th© corresponding ket©-ald©hyd© (CKIIX) were uneuccessful aàd 
©v®n very mild conditions gav© largely an acidic fraction which 
was not further investigated^ It had been intended to redmc© 
the kcto-aMeînyd© (ClXïïï) by the Wolff-Kiahner method to give 
lupa-12 0 2O(5O)-dicn© (hXlTIlIf) and thus relate the dlcne from 
methyl acetyl b®tulinat© with those of the lupeol serieso ïrack 
of material prevented further investigation of the ozidation 
of th© diene-diôlo
Hydrolysis of the diene (CDIXb) under normal conditions 
(3 5  ^methane lie potassium hydroxide ) gave the hydrossy methyl ester 
(GHIIa)o However0 the methyl ester group In this compeund can 
be hydrolysed using ccndition© similar to those employed for 
th© hydrolysis of m©thyl-18<^-ol®anolat© and also used 
successfully on methyl acetyl betulinate (VIIIc)« Thus treat­
ment of th© methyl ester dion© {OXXIIb) with sodium ethoscid® in 
m sealed tube at high temperature gave a hydropsy acid (GDI¥e) 
which was further characterised ae its acetate (GDWb) and ©s 
its dlhydro derivative (GD¥a)o Méthylation of the mcetozy- 
dicnyl acid (GMIfb) with ethereal dia^omethan© regenerated the 
original acetyl methyl ester (GDÏÏb) and thus demonstrated that
Kl© moI©euXaF had takem plae© dmrl% th@ h % h
temperature aïkaliae treatment«
*CHO
R
(a) H OH
(b ) E OA©
R HO'
(a) E « m
H B OAô
( a ) H ^ OH 
H G3 OA©
Th@ eomverelom of the methyl eater âiena (OXlIBa) into 
the diem© diol (ifXXVIIIh ) of the dehydrohetullm oerloa has 
■feeen described previouslyo A further relationship between the 
methyl 00t®r diea© (CXXIÏb) and the la©tone (Xl) was demonstrated 
as follow© 8 Vigorous alkaline hydrolysis of the methyl ester
di®ne (CXXIIb) gave dehydrobetullnic acid (CXXI^a) which was 
readily hydrogenated to th© hydrozy acid (GXHra)o An ©thanolic 
solution of the uxjsaturatod acid (ClXTa) was treated with dry 
hydrogen chloride to give*, in good ji©ldp th© maturated 
hydrozy Imotom# (OOTa) which had previously heem prepared from 
th® acetyl lactone (Xlb) hy hydrogenation followed hy mild 
hydrolysiso The lactonisation of the îiydrozy acid (CXXtTa) i@ 
very closely analogous to that of 10(H°olean©lic acid^ *^^  (GJQCfl) 
and thus,offers further support for th® formulation of th© 
non-conjugated diencs as 12g2O(50)«dien©s and of th© ether and 
lactone a® 20==# 13 cyclic derivativeso
The Mechanism of the Mercuric Acetate Reaction
Mercuric acetate dehydrogenation of certain uneaturated
©S«®'©®
eteroidc produces conjugated systems and the type of
mochanlsis postulated hy Barton for this reaction is shown
-S'
holcwo Initial electrophilic attack by MgOAo on the unsaturatcd 
system (OXMIX) is followed by loss of a proton to form in thim 
case a heteroannular di®n© system^ Th© fiml stage is 
removal of HgOAo which is replaced by OAc to give a mizttir© 
of eplmers (GXXVIIl) and (CZra)o
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(cmviz)
R
(cxxxvizi) (GX%3%)
Th© meohsanlsm o f th@ action of m©reuric w©tat© on 
lupeoljjh^tuXin^and botulinie acid is am y©t uncertain but it 
i© pooaihl® to mak© th® following speculations5 the first of 
which Invo&ifos radical changes in the ©teroochemistrj of the 
mol®Gul0 g the D B ring junction passing from trane to cl©
Vi^ w  £. V  e»aaOasaE»-U«B»sw œ w » * * » ® »
fusion and th© ©id© chain at changing from thé (K-fac© to
the p«=>fao© of the mol@oul@o The second speculation involves
a Ifl5“hydx'id© shift from  ^ to such as that described
31
saB
WixxstQin to oxplain th© hjârolya&w of th© bromobengom© 
suXphoaat© (GXM) to th© alcohol (OXZXl)» This alteraatlv© does 
not inirolv© any radical stereochemical changeo
v /
(l) In the first case we may regard the reaction as being
•0*
initiated by electrophllic attack of HgOA© on the donbl© bond 
followed hj hydride ion transfer from ^(so) ®*
concerted meohaaism to form the carbonium ion (CXXXIII* E c, G %
or CO In th© cas© of acetyl h©tulinio aold (Vlllb) loss
of # proton from th© mere uric omp loss (GXXXIII*, E OOgH) reanltm 
in th© formation of the laoton© (CXXXI?) which than loses
«3 «O'
H^OA© by combination with IgOA© to giTO > eercnroiis acetate 
and the ion (CXXW)o Loss of a proton then leads to the 
lactone (Xlb ) o
In the, case of Inpenyl acetate (iTIIc) we may regard th© 
ion (GXXXIIIo E 3^ G %  ) as losing a proton to form th© mercuric 
comp les (GXX3nrx)p which i© then transformed by loss of HgOAc 
followed by a proton to th© dienyl acetate (DOOTIII^ )o Brobably

th® di©n® (LXIVIÎI) is formed in preference to isomeric 
diemes as it© geometry is ©uoli that it can form a complex: of 
typ© {GXKMIX) with an esoees of mercuric acetate»
(2) An alternative mechanism Involves formation of th© 
m©r©uri©ompl®K (CXMXÏ5 R ® CF^  or G(^H) which them form® the 
carbonium ion (CJÜOTIIIj) H «3 Gï% #r GC^H) as a result of a 
l&5‘^Eydrog©m shift from to Loss of a proton
from ( GX X Ml l l ÿ E *« G% ) cam lead to dohydrolupenyl aaotat© 
wh©r©as im the cas© of acetyl betulinic acid proton loss is 
pr©c@d©d by a 192«^ hydrogen shifty with ultimate formation of 
th© lactone (Xlb)o
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■Extraction of Lup®ol from
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Powdered G©-Tah Jelutong (1*2^ Kgo) was h©at@d mmd©r reflux 
with ethanol (T lo) for 2o5 hr& Th© small amount of 
insoluble material was filtered off and the filtrate allowed 
to stand at room temperature overnight o A solution9 in 
bensen© (2o3 lo)p of the yellow solid which separated omt 
from the ethanol was treated with potassium hydroxide (300 g) 
in water (40O CoCo) and methanol (5 lo)o After heating under 
reflux for 9 hr** approximately half of the solvent was 
evaporated off under reduced pressure© Addition of water 
(6 lo) precipitated the crude non-saponifiabl© fraction which 
was filtered off9 washed well with water and carefully dried©
A solution of the dried solid (550 go) in pyridin©
(lo5 lo) was treated with bensoyl chloride (400 CoCojp added 
over 30 minuteso The mixture was maintained at 100® for 
2o5 hr© then treated cautiously with water (2©5 lo) and the 
resultant precipitate filtered off9 washed with water and 
dried© Th# solid was shaken with ether,(2©5 lo) then filtered 
to yield an ether insoluble fraction- which was dried and 
crystallised several times from b@n®©n®«-©thaa©l to give 
lupenjl benmoate as plates9 m©p© 265«27D®9 5^o5® (©.9I
Further purification was effected by reduction with lithium 
aluminium hydride in ether9 acétylation9 and cry©talli@ation
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of th© resulting lupenyl acetat© from ©hloroform-methanol 
a© neodleeg mop© and aix©d mop© 40^ (s,o^o79)o
Merpuric Acetate pebydrogenatiOA of I.^wl Deriv^tireG © =
The merPurio soetat© treatment of lupoolo lupenyl acetate^ 
lupenyl benzoate g iup©non©p ©«^lupene^ be.tulin diacetatep 
aoetyl he'tulinic aeidg and methyl acetyl betulinat© was parried 
out in th© manner dpsoribed below for Inpenyl apetate©
A solution of lupenjl acetatep m©p© 215=^217(10 go) 
in ohlorbform (200 p©o©) was treated with a ©olution of merpuric 
acetate (120 g©) in glacial aoetio acid (2 1© ) at room teiapera»^  
tare for I4 days or alternatively at 100® for 5 hr© The 
résultant proptpitat© ©f merpurou© acetat© waè filtered- off 
and th© yellow filtrate diluted with water and extracted with 
chloroform© Careful washing of th© combined chloroform 
layers followed by drying and evaporation of the solvent gav© 
an ©rang© ©olid which was dissolved in pyridin© (500 p©p©) and 
treated with a stream of hydrogen sulphide until precipitation 
of mercuric sulphide was complete© A product:^ free from 
merouryp was obtained by filtration through kieeelguhr and 
evaporation of the solvent under reduced pres sure © A solution
of this material (@,©5 &o) in ben^en@*»light petroleum (184) was 
filtered through ®column of alumina (500 g©) and th© product
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was CBystallisea from ohloroform-methanol to give 5P' 
lttpa~12o20(30)-aiene as needles (lo? g«)» m.p, 229-2)1",
(«]_ + 47* (c,l„5), V „  2070 lo, (£ « 7,000). This compoundjj “• max o
gave a deep yellow colour with tetranitromethane and showed
hands in its infrared spectrum at 1756@ 1248& 16269 and
891 cmo*^ (Founds Ct82«>4^ H,10o9<> requires C,82o)*
9 X y 9 a
H»10o8?S)o Biedehach gives mop© 230-2J1® for this compound© 
30°°Hydroyylupa*12p2Q(5O)*dieneo - Treatment of 
lupeolg mopo 213-215®, (4 go) as above9 filtration of the 
product through alumina in a solution of bensene-ether (9*1) 
and crystallisation from chloroform-methanol gave 30-hydroxy■< 
lupa-12,20(30)“diene as needles (1*0 go), mop© 218-222®, [u]^
+ 31** (cplolS)^ at 2070 Ao (£ « 69500)0 This compoundmax o
gave a deep yellow colour with t e t rani trome thane and showed
I,
bands in the infrared spectrum at 3509 oml (hydroxyl), 1631  ^ and 
891 cmT (vinylidene)o (Founds Op84©8# H9II040 
requires 098408  ^ H 9llo4?^ )o
Hydrolysis of the above acetate with lithium aluminium 
hydride gave the same alcohol which regenerated the parent 
acetate, m©po 229-231®, on treatment with acetic anhydride 
pyridine ©
Biedehach gives m©po 228-229* for the alcohol©
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30-Benaoyloxylupa-12 » 2Q( 30 ) -dien® © Lupenyl bensoat©
Diopo 260^265®, (17 go) was treated with mercuri© acetate @s 
described above and a solution of the product in benzene-light 
petroleum (18 4) was filtered through alumina (gOO go) and 
crystallised from bensone^ethanol to giy© 3P
12,,20()0)-diene as rods (3„9 280.-281'’, [«]_ 6?oS
(o.,iai)o Ajja3E„2040, 2290 1. (£ = 7,4005 4,450). It gave a 
deep yellow colour with totranitromethan© and showed bands in 
the infrared spectrum at 1733D 1279 cmt^ (ester), 690 cmo"^  ^
(vlnylidene), (poundg Cd84oO| H 9IO020 requires
0,84,08 h ,9,9^).
Hydrolysis of the benzoate (400 mg* )@ mop© 280^=281^9 
with .lithium aluminium hydride in bensene-ether (l%4e 2$0 c c© ) 
and crystallisation of the product from chloroform-methanol 
gave needles (260 mg©) mop© 218-222®© The identity of this 
compound with 3P-hydroxylupa-12,20(30)-diene was shown by mixed 
m©p© and infrared comparison©
Biedehach gives m©p© 267-269® for the dienyl benzoate© 
3-0xolupa-12020(30)-diene© -
(a) Mercuric Acetate Behydrogenat ion of Lapenone ©
Lupononep m©p© 170-172®, (4 g©) was treated with mercuri® 
acetate as in previous cases© The product (1©2 g©), eluted 
from alumina (120 g©) with light petroleum was crystallised
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from chioroform-iaethanol to give 3-0x0lupa*» 12,20(30)-dienQ 
as rods (O08 go), mop© 156-158®? 66o3® (^OpOo^^)»
2070 lo (€ ^  7^750)0 This compound gav© a dark yellow colour 
with tetranitromethan© and showed hands in the infrared 
spectrum at I70I ceo'"^  (ketone), 1623, 890 (vinyliden©)©
(Founds Og85o3% Hgllolo OggE^^O require© C î,85o2ç H,11oC9^ )o
(b) Klllani Oxidation of 3P”‘Hydroxylupa-12„20(3Q)"dien©o - 
â solution of 3P-hydroxylupa-12,20(30)-diene, mop© 218-222®,
(200 mgo) in acetone (I5 OoO©) was treated dropwis© with Kiliani 
reagent (Ool74 go sodium dichromatey CoCoÇ 1 CoO©) and tho 
reaction mixture was allowed to stand for 5 minutes© Careful 
dilution with water produced a crystalline precipitate which 
was recrystallised from chloroform-methanol yielding 3^oxolupa- 
12,20(30)-diene as rods, m«po and mixed m©po 156-158*0 
Lupa-12020(50)-diene© - 
(a) By Mercuric Acetate Behydrogenation of q-Lupeneo -
«“Lupene, m©po 163-165®? [a]^ 4- 28®, (4 g©) was treated 
with mercuric acetate as in the previous oases© The product, 
©luted with light petroleum from alumina (120 g©) was 
crystallised from chloroform-methanol to give lupa-12©20(50)- 
d ^ S £  as rods (Oo9 go), m©po 160-162®, ^ 29o3® (^,2©00)o
This compound depressed the m©po of q-lupene© It gave a 
strong yellow colour with totranitromethan© and exhibited
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maximal absorption in the ultraviolet region at 2070 A©
( £ ®  6,400) o The infrared spectrum showed hands at 3075p 
1626g 890 (vlnyliden@)g and was distinct from starting
material© (Founds C,88o4ç H,llo9o requires O9©0o2s
H,llo85i)o
(h) By Wolff Kiahner Réduction of 5”0xolupa-12o20(30)-dienOo 
The ketone, mop© 156-158®, (130 mg©) in ethanol (5 CoCo) was 
treated in an autoclave with sodium (I50 mg©), ethanol (7 c >8©) 
and hydrazine hydrate (100)^ 0 0©5 c©Co) at 195® for 6 hr©
Isolation of the product in the usual way followed hy purifi­
cation hy chromatography and crystallisation from chloroform- 
-methanol gave lupa-12,20(30)-diene (70 mg©), m©p© and mixed 
fflopo I60-I62®, [®]jj + 30® (^91©42)0 The material was identical 
with that obtained above ©
Oxidation of 30-Acetoxylupa-12*20(30)-dien© with 
Perhenzoio Acid© - A solution of the dienyl acetate, m©po 
227~229®p (1 go) in benzene (50 c©c©) was treated with a 
solution of perhenzoio acid (1©9N, 10 o©c©) and the reaction 
mixture was allowed to stand at room temperature for 48 hr©
The product, extracted by means of benzene, was crystallised 
several times from chloroform-methanol to give 3p-acetoxy-12(13)© 
20(3 0)»fil®go5£lu£ane aa needles (440 mg.),m,po 275-277° (vae.)»
100
[a]^ 4- 49® This compound gav© no coluur with
t©tranitromethan© and showed no selective absorption in 
the ultraviolet region© Its infrared spectrum showed bands 
at 1739? 1250 cmo“  ^ (OAc)© (Founds GvlloO^ H,10o2o 
GggHgQÔ^ requires G,77olg H,10ol?S)o
Treatment of 30-Aoetox.ylupa-I2fl 20(30)-dd.©na with 
Osmium Tetroxide© « The dienyl acetate (1 go) in pyridine 
(10 CoCo) was treated with osmium tetroxid© (I06 go) in ether
(20 CoCo) and th© mixture was kept in darkness at room
temperature for 11 dayso After dilution of the mixture with 
ether (IQO OoC^)»a suspension of lithium aluminium hydride 
(4 go) in ether (50 OoC©) was added slowly to the boiling 
reaction mixtureo When addition Of the metal hydride suspension 
was complete, Oo5 hr*, the mixture was allowed to reflux for 
a further hour© The product, isolated by extraction with 
ether, was a resinous gum (900 mg©) which showed only slight
end absorption in the ultraviolet region and strong absorption
d
at 3500 cm© (oh) in the infrared© This crude pentahydroxy 
derivative was not further purified©
Treatment of the Pentahydroxy Derivative with Lead
I I  I i i r  M l  i n  J . r a t ii r i i r f t f c i  m n  niTtw l i u m          n V i  i «  i A i i i i . ii i i p  w a j  ,  i f  i t mrn» m i  i  i n  — r n i  i . j
Tetra—aootate« — A solution of the pentahydroxy derivative 
(244 mg©) in chloroform (3 CoC©) and glacial acetic acid
(24 CoCo) was treated with lead tetra-aoetat© (1 go)o Th©
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mixtur© was maintained at room temperature in a stoppered flask 
for 20 hr© then shaken thoroughly with water (50 OoC©) and 
extracted with chloroform (100 OoC©)© The combined aqueous 
phase, after two further washes of the chloroform layer with 
water (2 % gO CoCo), was treated with a saturated aqueous 
solution (50 CoCo) of dimedone (5?5«dimethylcyclohexan-l,3"' 
«dione) and allowed to.stand at room temperature for 40 hr© 
after which, fine needles had separated© Crystallisation of 
material from methanol gave the dimet hone derivative of 
foirmaldehyd© m©po and mixed moP© 192®© Its infrared spectrum 
was identical with that of an authentic specimen© (Founds 
0,69o6g H,8o0. Calc© for : G , 69085 B,8©2^)o
The product isolated from the chloroform extract could 
not be crystallisedo
30 B 3O-Diaoetoxy-120 »13P p2Q-trihydroxylupane © - Acétylation 
of the pentahydroxy derivative (650 mg©) with pyridine-acetic 
anhydride (1s1, 30 c©c©) at room temperature for 22 hr© and 
isolation of the product by means of ether yielded a brown solid 
which was dissolved in benzene-light petroleum (I3I, I50 c©c©) 
and chromatographed on alumina (25 g©)© Elution with benzene- 
ether (4s1) gave fractions which crystallised from chloroform- 
-light petroleum to give 30,30-diaGetoxy-12p © 130@20«
_D œ«Po 259-240® (vacOe [«]g 4.6® (c.»2„64). Th®
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eompound was transparent to ultraviolet light and gave no 
colour with tetranitromethane© The infrared ©peetrum contained 
bands at 3484 cm. (OHK I736» 1712, I244, 1212 cm. (OAe).
(Pounds 0,71.1» H,9.8, and Os,70«7? 5,9.8. ^36%^0, rsquirss
0,7.0.85 H,9o8^).
Treatment of 38-Aoetoxylnna-12,20(30)-dlene with 
Mineral Aoido - A solution of the dienyl acetate? mopo227“229®, 
(2 go) in glacial acetic (200 CoCo) at 100® was treated with 
concentrated hydrochloric acid (5 CoCo) and the mixture was 
kept at the same temperature for I5 minuteso Rapid evaporation 
of the solvent under reduced pressure gave a brown gum which 
was dissolved in light petroleum (200 CoC©; and chromatographed 
on alumina (60 go)©
30*Acetoxylupa-12„18-diene© » The fractions (716 mgo) 
eluted with light petroleum (2 1©) were crystallised from, 
chloroform-methanol to yield 30-acetoxylupa-12,18-diene as needles
m.p. 179-iei®, [o]^ + 260» (0,1.43), 2540 I (£ - 9,500)
The infrared spectrum showed bemds at 1730, 1253 om©^ (OAc)
1642 cm©/^ (diene)o (Found? 0^82©2| H,11©0© GggEgpOg requires 
0962039 n^lOoBfo)o
30-Hydroxylupa-12#18-diene© - Hydrolysis using lithium 
aluminium hydride in ether and crystallisation from chloroform-
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-methanol yielded 3P"hydroxylupa-12fl IQ-^ ^diene as needles p moP
©
208-211", [aJjj. + 282® (o.,0o82), A. (£ « 8,800).
Infrarea absorption: = bands at 3584 era.” (OH), 1639 era.
(disno). (Found: 0,84.9» 5,11.7. Oao®«a® requires 0,84.85 
5,11.40).
Both compounds gave a brown colour with tetranitromethan® 
53-AcetQxylupa-lli>13(l8)"dieneo - The fractions 
(250 mgo) eluted with benzene-light petroleum (l*4ff 2 lo) 
crystallised from chloroform-methanol to give 30-acetoxylupa- 
-11,13(18)-diene as needles@ mop© 155“l56®p t®3]) ** 74o5®
(c.,1.12), A „ „  2440, 2520, 2600 1. ( £ -  23,800» 27,000»IQaAo
19s400)o Infrared absorption bands at 1736, 1245 cmo*^(OAc)p 
1639 cm©”  ^ (diene). (Founds C»62o39 HglOo9o requires
Gp62o3% Hpl0o8?S)©
30^Hydroxylupa-llfl 13(18 )«”diene © « Hydrolysis using 
lithium aluminium hydride in ether and crystallisation from 
chloroform-methand gave 30-hydroxylupa-11,13(18)-diene as 
nesdlas, m.p, 205-207%  [a]^ - 80® (c.,0.66), 2420, 2500,
2600 Ao (c ® 21p000ÿ 249400$ I6{jl00)o The infrared spectrum 
showed bands at 3448 cmo“ (OH)p 1639 cm©* (diene)© (Founds 
Gp84o7i> H@llo75o requires Gp84o8§ Epllo4?^)o
Both compounds gave a brown coSüur with tetranitromethan©©
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Treatment of the Conjugated Dienyl Acetates with 
Mineral Acid© -
(a) 3p-Acetoxylupa«12j)ie'»dienep aiopo 1?9“*1B1®9 (40 mgo ) in 
glacial acetic acid (50 OoC«) and concentrated hydrochloric 
aoid (1 CoCo) was heated on the steam hath for 1 hro 
Evaporation of the solvent followed hy chromatography of th© 
residue in light petroleum (10 CoC©) on alumina (3 go) gav©
a fraction (IS mgo) which crystallised from methanol to yield 
starting material? Identified hy mopo? mixed moPo? comparison
I  ©
of infrared spectra and ultraviolet absorption [ A  2350 A©max o
( £ -  8e700)]o
A later fraction (I5 mgo)? eluted with light petroleum? 
crystallised from methanol to give 3P“Ucetoxylupa-ll?13(18)- 
diene as needles m©po and mixed m^po 152-154®?X 244O?
25IO9 2600 Ao9 (E ^  24?0009 26?800g 17?600)o The infrared 
spectrum was identical with that of an authentic sample©
(b) 30-Aoetoxylupa-ll?l3(l8)-dlene? m©po 154“155®? (84 mg©) in 
glacial acetic acid (50 CoO©) and concentrated hydrochloric 
acid (1 CoCo) was heated on the steam bath for 1 hr© 
Chromatography of the product resolved the mixture into the 
same two conjugated dienyl acetates as in (a)© They were 
identified by m©p©'s? mixed mopo®s? ultraviolet absorption 
spectra? and infrared spectra©
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Hydrogenation of 30-Aoetoxyluna-12o18-diene© - 
30*»-Ac®toxylupa-12?18«dien©9 m©po 179*“181®? (120 mg© ) in 
glacial acetic acid (100 CoO©)? containing platinum (from 
platinum oxide? 100 ago)? was shaken with hydrogen for 20 hr© 
The product? isolated in the usual manner? crystallised from 
methanol to give 30-acetoxylup®^I3(18)-one as fine needles 
(89 mg.), m.p. 184-185* (vac,), [a]^ - 20.7® (c.,1.55),
2070 Ao (£ ® 10? 100) o This compound gave a yellow colour 
with tetranitromethane and showed hands in the infrared 
spectrum at 1730? I24I (OAo)© (Founds C?80o6^ H?llo2
and 0?80o4§ H 9II060 OggHggOjo 0o5C%0H requires G?80o5;
Hp11a2^)0
30»Hydroxylup-13(18)-ene© - Hydrolysis using lithium 
aluminium hydride in ether and crystallisation of the product 
from methanol gave 30-hydroxylup-13(18)-one as clusters of 
blades, m.p. 195-196®, t«3n " 59.4® (s.,1.22), 2070 A.
( £ «  9&300)o This compound gave a yellow colour with 
tetranitromethane and showed a hand at 5367 cm©"^ in the 
infrared spectrum© (Founds G?84©lg E?ll©9© requires
0?84o4& H?llo0?S)o
Hydrogenation of 30-Aoetoxylupa-ll^13(18)-diene© ^
A solution of 30-acetoxylupa-ll?13(18)-dien©? m©p© 154-155®? 
(150 mgo) in glacial acetic aoid (100 c©c©) was shaken with
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hydrogen in the presence of platinum (from platinum oxide ?
100 mg©) for 20 hr© After working up in the usual manner 
the product wae crystallised from methanol to give 30-ac0to2cy' 
lup-13(18)-ene as fine needles (105 mg©)e moP© and mixed 
mopo 104‘=*3-85® (vaao)o The ultraviolet spectrum showed 
maxima 1 absorption at 2080 Ao 8?000) and th# infrared
spectrum was identical with that of the eompound from th© 
previous experimento
ion of 30^Ac©t0xylupa-1 2f)2O(3Q)«^di©n©o -
~ I til Art-sesmk "  * m.- ■■ "i" 'rii i irt im tn i i i i v  & f  ajuj»g_i '!Tr.vr"^
A solution of 5p-®e@toxylupa-12?20(30)-dien©? mop© 227-229®? 
(lo5 ) in ethyl acetate-acetic acid (lil? 600 CoC ©) was
shaken with hydrogen in the presence of platinum (from 
platinum oxide? gOO mgo) for 28 hr© Filtration and 
evaporation of th© solvent gave m whit© solid which 
crystallised from chloroform-methanol to give 30-acetoxylup” 
-12-en© as blades? mop© 249-25I® (vac©)? [®]p
A ©
2060 Ao 5?600)o This compound gave a pal© yellow
colour with tetranitromethane and showed bande in the infrared
cal
spectrum at 1 7 5 9 ?  I 24O  c m ©  ( O A g ) o  (Founds 0 ? 8 1 o 6 5 g E?llo2© 
%  requires G?82oO# E?llo2$&)o 
30-Hvdroxylup-12-en0© - Hydrolysis of the above 
acetate with lithium aluminium hydride in ether? or with 
alcoholic potassium hydroxide (g^)» and crystallisation of th®
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product from methanol gave 30«»hydroxylup-12-ene as needles? 
m.p. 225.227» (vaoo), [«]jj - 12.5” (c.,1.21),
(£.** 6?000)o This oompound gave a pale yellow colour with
tetranitromethane and showed a band in the infrared spectrum 
at 3448 cm©"^ (0H)o (Founds C,84o2$ H?12oOo CggEggO 
requires C?84o45 H?llo8yîê)o Acétylation with pyridine-acetic 
anhydride regenerated the parent acetate©
Oxidation of 30-Aoetoxylup-12-ene with Chromium Trioxide 
The acetate (5OO mg©) in stabilised acetic acid (I50 CoC.) 
was treated at room temperature with a solution of chromium 
trioxlde (200 mgo) in 90^ acetic acid (70 o©c©) for 20 hr*
After destroying excess chromic acid with methanol, the 
product was isolated by means of ether and chromatographed in 
light petroleum (100 0*0 ©) on alumina (20 gojo
Elution with light petroleum gave a product which 
crystallised from chloroform-methanol as plates (75 mgo)? 
mePo 272-274*» ^4* (emploi)o This compound gave no
colour with tetranitromethane? showed no absorption in the
%
ultraviolet region and showed bands at 173& and I244 cmo^ 
in its infrared spectrum (Founds C98I089 H?llo6 and G,81o75& 
H,llo4 * GggHggOj requires C?81o6ç H?llo2^)o
A second saturated acetate was eluted with light 
petroleum-benzene (1:2 ) and crystallised from chloroform 
methanol as needles (65 mg*)? moPo 244^246®? + 36o5®
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(c^?0o7)o This compound gave no colour with tetranitromethane 
and showed no selective absorption in the ultraviolet region. 
Again there were only acetate bands at 1736? 1247 cm© in th© 
infrared spectrum© (Founds C?81o6b Hgll,5« GggH^gOg requires 
C?82cOe H,llo2^)o
30-Ac©to^-ll-oxolup-12-en®© - Elution with benzene
 ^ ’  ■■ni iWTr)i»r<Taf*'^wfir r ^ ’U  ■mifiTrrTiiniprfT iwif r iii c x a s h o x i»
and benzene-ether (4sl) gave fractions which crystallised from 
chloroform-methanol to give 30»*aoetoxy-ll-oxolup-12-ene as 
plates (260 mg.), m.p. 290-292®, [«]g = 61» (£,0.9),
2440 A. ( £ »  13,500). Shis product gave a faint yellow colour 
with tetranitromethane and showed bands in the infrared at 
1730# 1253 cmo”^  (OAc), I609 (80-unsaturated ketone)©
(Founds C?79o8ç H,10o75* GggHggC^ requires G?79o6; H,lOo4?^)
Hydrogenation of 33-Ac©tQxy-ll-oxolup-12-ene © - 
The qp-unsaturated keto-acetate, mopo 290-292® (50 mgo) in 
glacial acetic acid (73 OoC©) was shaken with hydrogen In the 
presence of platinum (from platinum oxide? 40 mgo) for 40 hr© 
Isolation of the product in the usual way gave a white solid 
which crystallised from chloroform-methanol as plates (42 mg©)? 
m©po 240-250® (vac© ) ? [®]j) + 9® (£?lo6 8)o Identity with 
30-acetoxylup-12-ene was shown by mixed m©po with an authentic 
specimen and comparison of their infrared spectra©
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Treatment of 33«*Acetoxylup-I2-en® with Perbenzoi© Acido - 
A solution of 3P*“S.c©toxylup-12-en© (IgO mg© ) in benzene (5 OoC© ) 
was treated with a solution of perhenzoio aoid in benzene 
(in? 1o5 OoOc) at room temperature for 20 hr© The produot? 
isolated in the usual way? was dissolved in light petroleum 
(25 CoCo) and chromatographed on alumina (I5 go)
The fraction (20 mgo)? eluted with light petroleum 
(200 CoOo)? crystallised from methanol as plates? m©Po 226-228®?
- 20o4* (2»Go82) 0 This compound gave no colour with 
tetranitromethane and showed no selective absorption in the 
ultraviolet© Infrared bands 1739? I242 cm© (OAc)© (Founds 
G?81o5^ H?llo4 o GggHjjgOg requires G?82oOg Hpllo2^)o
The fractions (9I mg©) eluted with benzene-light petroleum 
(it 3, 1 lo) crystallised from methanol to give 3P"acetoxy- 
-12(13)-epoxylupane as blades? m©po 236-238®? 32®
(^?0o69)o This compound showed no absorption in th® ultraviolet 
and gav© no colour with tetranitromethane© Infrared bands 
17369 1242 cm©“  ^ (OAc)© (Founds G?79o2jj H?10©7.
requires C?79o3s H?lO©8^)©
Treatment of 3P»Hydroxylup-12-ene with Mpnope:
Acid© - A solution of 3P*hydroxylup-12-ene? m©p© 225-227® (vaq)? 
(500 mgo) in ether (10 o©o©) was treated with excess monoper- 
phthallc acid in ether for 5 days at room temj^rature© Isolation
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by means of ether gav© a whit© solid (48O mg©) which
crystallised from methanol to giv© 3p-hydrq^%y-12(13)-epoxylupaim
as needles? mopo 234“236® (vac©)? -t- 2Qo2” (c.?Oo92)o This
compound gav® no colour with tetranitromethane and showed no
selective absorption in the ultravioleto The infrared spectrum
%
showed only a hydroxyl band at 3509 cm©™ © (Founds 0 ?81o3$
H?11o6o OggHgQC^ requires C?01o4^ H?llo4%)o
Treatment of 3P~Hydroxy-12(13)*”epoxyXupane with Mineral 
Acid© « The saturated alcohol? m©po 234-236® (vac©)? (55 mg©) 
in glacial acetic acid (25 CoO,) was treated with concentrated 
hydrochloric acid (1 c,c©) for 30 minutes at 100®, Rapid 
evaporation of the solvent under reduced pressure gave a 
saturated acetate which crystallised from chloroform-methanol 
as lustrous plates (22 mg©), m©po 270-272®? [q]^ 23o8® (^?0,68),
This compound gave no colour with tetranitromethane and was 
transparent to ultraviolet light© It did not depress the mop© 
of the saturated acetate from chromic aoid oxidation of 
3P‘=ac@toxylup-12-ene© Th© identity of these two saturated 
acetates was demonstrated by comparison of their infrared spectra 
which showed bands at 1739» 1245 cm©™^ (OAc)©
Treatment of 30-Acetoxylup-12-ene with Osmium Tetroxid©, - 
A solution of 3p-ac©toxylup-12-ene (700 mg©) in pyridin© (5 CoC©) 
and dry ether (10 CoC©) was treated with osmium tetroxido 
(708 mgo) in ether (lO c©o,), The mixtmr© was kept in darkness
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at room temperature for I4 days and the product isolated in the 
usual manner as a yellow solid (620 mg©)» This material was 
treated with pyridin©«=>aceti© anhydride (1:1? 20 CoCo) at room 
temperature for 20 hr»? and the resulting crud© acetate was 
dissolved in benzene (25 CoC,) and chromatographed on alumina 
(3 0 go)
Elution with benzene (500 CoCo) and with benzene-ether 
(4s19 1500 CoCo) gave a product which crystallised from 
chlorof orm-methanol to yield 3P^ao©toxy-12p9 l^P^dihjdro^ylman® 
as well formed plates? aioPo 215»=.245®9 8o9® (^?0o79)o
This compound gave no colour with tetranitromethane and showed 
no selective absorption in the ultraviolet region. Infrared 
bands g- 3534 Gm (OH)? 1712? 1269? 1255 cm,™ (Oâc) (Founds
Gp76o6& H?10o8o requires G?76o4& HplOo8^)o
Treatment of th© above Triol=»monoae@tat© with Lead 
Tetra-aeetate, - A solution of the above trlol mono-ace 
(7206 mgo) in chloroform (10 CoCo) and dry benzene (4 0 CoCo) 
was treated with lead tetra-acetat© (100 mgo) at room temperature 
for 24 hro During this period? a precipitate of orange solid 
settled out. Addition of ethylene glycol (2 drops) followed 
by filtration through kieselguhr gave a colourless filtrat© 
which was evaporated to dryness. The white residual solid 
was crystallised from methanol to give 30-aGetoxy-12oIg-s©©#.
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-12o13-dloxQlttpqn® (l x x KVI)? as plates? m,po 186-188®?
[o&]^  -§• 39o5® (c^?l,05)o This compound showed low intensity 
absorption in the ultraviolet at 2800 Ao (c  - 150)e &hd it gave 
no colour with tetranitromethane^ The infrared spectrum 
of this compound in Nujol mull and using a sodium ehlorid® 
prism showed no hydroxyl band but showed a broad carbonyl band 
between 1730 and 1?05 cm, which was not resolved. Determina­
tion of the infrared spectrum using a 10^ solution of the 
compound in carbon tetrachloride and with a calcium fluoride 
prism gav© excellent resolution of the following bands: 2382?
1717 cm,"’^ (aldehyde)? 1739# I240 cmo”  ^ (OAc)? I706 cm®**^  (keton© 
in a six-raenibered ring) (Founds C?76o55 H?10o4» GggllggO^ 
requires G?76o75l H?lOo5?^)o
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The Isolation of BetuXinio Aoid,
Th® isolation of hetuliniG aoid sas ©arriod ©mt in
approximately the same manner as that deseribed by Bruckner?
116Kovaos and Koozka, The method of purification of th© 
crude acid thus obtained was modified considerably and 
resulted in a greatly increased yield (ca, 2,2% as compared 
with Oo7^)o
Finely powdered bark (2 Kg,) from the London plan© 
tro© (PIatanus acerifolia) wa© extracted with methanol (10 lo) 
in a Soxhlet apparatus for 9 hr. Concentration of the 
methaaolic extract to approximately 2 litres? followed by 
cooling? yielded the crude betulinic acid as a brown solid 
(40 go ) ? ffioPo 270'-‘280®o Two further extractions yielded 
32 go and 16 go respectively. Evaporation of the mother 
liquors from th® three extractions afforded a further crop 
of crude acid (10 go).
Attempted purification of the crude acid by crystallisa­
tion from methanol? after treatment with charcoal? proved to 
b© unsatisfactory and extremely wasteful. For this reason 
the following procedure was adopted. The crude acid (90 go) 
was partially purified by crystallisation from methanol and 
the solid thus obtained (6o go) was treated with pyridin®- 
“Bcetie anhydride (isl, 50O c.c.) at 100® for 2 hr. She
lÜ!
reaction mixture was diluted with water? extracted with 
ether and the combined ethereal extract'washed with dilute 
hydrochloric acid then with watero The ethereal solution 
was dried and evaporated to give a brown gum which was heated 
under reflux with aqueous methanol (55^ 9 1 l o )  for 30 minutes 
to destroy any mixed anhydride of hetulinie aeido Removal 
of the solvent under vacuum? followed hy azootropic distilla­
tion with benzene to remove traces of water? gave a brown 
solid (65 go), A portion of this material (I5 go) was 
dissolved in benzene-light petroleum (Is 1? 4OO CoCo) and 
chromatographed on silica gel (1 kg,),
Elution with benzene (3 lo) and benzene-ether (99*le 
6 lo) gave a fraction (l3o5 go)? crystallisation of which 
from ohloroform-methanol gave acetyl hetulinlc acid (11 go) 
as rods? moPo 283-208® (decompo)? 296-297® (vac,)? [q]^ 22o2^
(£^plo24)? ^  2040 Ao (£»3 4 d700)o The infrared spectrummax o
esS. 1
showed bands at 1739? 1245 cm, (OAc) ? I695 omo" (COgH)?
3L
1643? 605 ©mo“ (vinylidene)o (Founds G?75o7i) H?10o3o Calco 
for GggHgg0^o|*GEg0H8 C?75o6^ H?10o25^),
H u s i c k a ^ O g i v e s  m o P o  288 - 290 ® ( d e c o m p o ) ?  2 0 ®?
for this compoundo
Méthylation of Acetyl Betulinic Acid, « Acetyl 
betulinic acid? mopo 283‘“288®g (10 go) in ©ther (250 ©oCo) was
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treated with am ethereal solution of diaaomethan© at room 
temperature for 20 hro Evaporation of th© ether» filtration 
of th® produot in benzene solution through alumina (I50 go) 
and orjstallisatlon of the resultant material from ohl©r@f©m« 
methanol jielded methyl aeetyl betullnate as rods» m^po 
202-203®, [esL 4- 18.9 » (0,2.49;, 2050 1 . (1 - 49o
<sS
Th® infrared epeetrum showed bande at 17^6» 1242» 1224 ©mo
(ester)p 16450 Q91 (vinyliden®)o (Found? GgTTolg H»10o2o
OalOo for G g g E » 1 0 o 2 ^ ) o
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Bruckner gives moPo 202«»205®» [a]^ 4- I7 ® for this 
compoundo
Reductive Hydrolysis of Methyl Acetyl Betulinate* - 
As a further check of identity» methyl acetyl betulinats 
(I5Ô mga) in ether (jO CoCo) was boiled under reflux with 
lithium aluminium hydride (50 mgo) for 2o5 hro Working up 
in the usual way and crystallisation of the product from 
chi©reform«methanol gave betulin» mopo and mixed moPo 252=255®»
4- 2Oo0® (©.93.o58)e Identity with an authentic specimen 
of betulin was confirmed by comparison of the infrared spectrao 
Treatment of Acetyl Betulinlc Acid with Mercuric 
Acetate* « A solution of acetyl betulinlc acid (10 go) in 
chloroform (5OO CoOo) was treated vflth mercuric acetate (I40 go) 
in glacial acetic acid (2 1®) and the mixture wae maintained
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either at room temporaturo for I 4  days or alternatively at 
100® for 5 hr* The crude produet was isolated in the usual 
way and was purified by chromatography on alumina ($00 go)o 
Elution of the column with bensene^light petroleum ( I s  1) 
gave a fraction (5o2 go)» crystallisation of which from 
Ohioroform=methanol gave 5P*=®-©®'fe©2cylup®«2o(5O)'=*®n«20 * l36«olide 
as blades» moPo 315=317®» ^ 60*3® (£»2a54)o Th®
ultraviolet spectrum of this compound showed only low intensity
©
absorption at 2040 Ao (£«2000) and it gave no colour with 
tetranitromethane (cfoB)^ The infrared spectrum contained
bands at 1?86 cmo“  ^ ( Y “ lactone)» 1739» I245 çm*"^ (OAc)»
1
1630» 913 cmo* (vinylidene)o (Found? C»77ol^ Hp9oBo 
^58^48^4 requires C»77o45 H,9o7^;o 
53-Hydroxylun»20(30)-en-28;13P*olide. - Hydrolysis of 
the acetoxy lactone with methanolio potassium hydroxide (3^ 5»
50 CoQoJ for 3 hr* and working up in the usual way gave a 
product which was dissolved in ether and filtered through 
aluminao Th© resulting material crystallised from methanol
to give 30°h.ydroxylup=2O(3O)°^en«26ô 133°’,olld© as needles» mop*
308=309® (vaco)o -3* 57® (©.» 1 o0)o The compound shovrod
no appreciable absorption in the ultraviolet and gave no 
colour with tetranitromethane* Infrared bandss = 343©
i t=,i
1776 (lactone)» 1639» 893 chio*" (vinyliden©)«
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(Found? Cp79oO§ H»10o3<> requires C»79«2e E»lOo2^)o
Hydrogenation of 3P'=’Ac©toxvlup«2O(3O)=en*-20sl3P‘°©lid©* =
* H'f.VtiM ij 1 r r ** f;fr' *gg*^g»r««ii-i aj,ggiai # mcvws ^  * —itfjeir.iBwgt>.CSTJw^ iT ^ «teâæss» ■ it.
A solution of the unsaturated acetyl lacton®» iSopo
(150 mgo) in glacial acetic acid (lOO ©oC*) was shaken with 
hydrogen in the presence of platinum (from platinum oxid©»
50 mgo) for 20 hro Filtration and evaporation of the filtrate 
to dryness gave a product which crystallised from chloroform» 
methanol to give 3fi»-aQetQxylupan=28nl33‘”Olide as blades» mopo 
301=303® (vaco)g + 46® (je»lo78)o This compound showed
no selective absorption in the ultraviolet region nor did it give 
any colour with tetranitromethane* The infrared spectrum
i 3.
showed bands at 1773 cmo'" (lactone)» I730» I248 cmo"” (OAc) 
and was identical with that of th© saturated lactone prepared
by oxidation of the acetyl ether ( CXI ) derived from betulin*
A mixed m*po with this compound was undepressed» 301=303® (va©*),
(Founds G»76o859 H»10o2* requires G»77olD H»10ol^)o
3P-ETdroxylupan=2a:130-olld#o « Similar hydrogenation
of th® hydroxy lactone» m*po 30Q“309 (vac*)» gave 3j3=hydro2?y«
lupan=20gl3P-olide as needles» m*po 314^315®9 4- 4 0 o?®
(^91o06)* This compound was transparent to ultraviolet light 
and gave no colour with tetranitromethane* Infrared sandss«
co2.
357I9 3472 cm*'” (oh)» 1767 CÏÜO*" (Y^lactone)* (Founds G»78o7l
H»10o6* Gg Q g %  requires C»7Bo9§ H»10o6%)o
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ia of 33°*Ac®toxylup=2Q(3 0)^en=28o 133«°Qlid©o «
A solution of the unsaturated acetyl lactone» niopo 315“315®p 
(220 mgo) in chloroform (20 c*Co) was treated with a stream 
of ozonised oxygen at »*45® for 45 minuteso When the solution 
had regained room temperature it was acidified with glacial 
acetic acid (4 c*Co) and treated with sine dust (1 go)» added 
with stirring over 20 minutes* The solution was stirred for 
a further 40 minutes» filtered, diluted with chloroform (75 
CoCo) and the chloroform layer was washed with water (3 %
50 CoCo)o
The aqueous phase was separated carefully from 
chloroform and was then treated with a cold saturated aqueous 
solution of dimedone and allowed to stand for 48 hro filtration 
of the resultant precipitate and crystallisation from methanol 
gave formaldehyde dimethone as needles (56 mgo, 45^)» m*po 
and mixed m*po 192
The chloroform extract was dried and evaporated under 
reduced pressure to yield a white solid (195 mg*) which 
crystallised from ethanol to give 3P^ac©toxy=3Q«*nor°»20<
28:130=olid® as plates, moPo 317=319® (vac*), + loB®
(c^ »2o3 )o This compound was transparent ]bo ultraviolet light 
and gave no colour with totranitromethane* The infrared 
spectrum contained bands at I786 c m * ( Y * ^  lactone) 1733»
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1247 cm*” (OAc) and 1?15 ûm**" (keton©)* (Fotmdg G»74o6§
B»9o5o requires C»74o?^ Hs9o3^)o
Oxidation of 3P“^A©0toXjlup^=2O{3O)=en«28:13P=olid© with
II'I TTfi~ri~i-|-|iiinp—I nn I . i.r-i>»i-i- ~ c.Tinfty*ca maaJw5f**tefe3-^""Mc*iWj[-.aja»«we8atirf&gti v '  # w rm nu* m ■mjU'fcTOjag ti'i.T.JtvJig»*» «wiœ«*iCeMtiMi»
Selenium, Dioxid©* « The unsaturated acetyl lactone» m*po
4  I f  « J T T  i ' . r - i i " T T j , j i i A j M i m L n i i i i i i M U i L j j i j A  'I  u    I .    I I »  ^  r /  ^
313=315®9 (203 mgo) in analar glacial acetic acid (lO CoCo) 
was boiled under reflux with selenium dioxide (350 mg*) for
2 hr* Metallic selenium was removed by filtration and the
filtrate evaporated to dryness under reduced pressure to give a 
reddish brown solid which was dissolved in benzene«light 
petroleum (Ig1» 20 c*o*) and chromatographed on alumina (10 g*)* 
Elution with the same solvent mixture yielded fractions (I60 mgo) 
which crystallised from methanol to give 3P="&G®tozy«29=o%olup«
 . . . . . .    ,1 c g T w C B c n a w , *
«20(30)=en=28:13P-olide as fine needles, mopo 304'“505® (decompo)»
312-314“ (too.), [«L + 46.5“ (£,lo25), 2220 A. (£» 6,800).
This compound gave no colour with tetranitromethane and showed
bands in its infrared spectrum at 1779 cm*“ (Y- lacton®)»
â. 3
1730 and 1242 cmo"" (OAc)» and 1692 cm*'" (œp«unsaturated alde=
inyde)^  (Founds C»75o3& H,9o2* Gg§ % @ 0# requires G»75o5 §
H»9ol^)o
Reductive Hydrolysis of 3P”Acetozylu^=20(30)«en«28:l3P'^ 
olid©* = . A solution of the unsaturated acetyl lactone»
HioPo 313=315®» (2 go) in bensen@«©ther (is4» 500 CoCo) was 
refluxed with lithium aluminium hydride (2 g*} for lo5 hr*
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then worked up through ether (without using mineral acid) to 
yield a white solid which crystallised from aqueous methanol 
to giva 5P,13Pi)28-t£i^rosljj£-20(30)»^ as prisms, m.p„ 
204-206», [«]j 4- 49“ (c.,1.75)» Xiaax9°^° h  (E « 5s500).
This compound gave a pal© yellow colour with tetranitromethane
Its infrared spectrum exhibited hands at 535^ cm* (OH),
3L
1647» 693 cm®” (vinyliden®)* (Found? G»T5o55l H,llo2 and 
0,75o95 HplloOo CgQ%^Ogo OHgOH requires G,75»9s H»lloI^)*
5f3n20=Biac©toxy»13P"-hydroxylup=20(30) =©n©* « Acétylation 
of the triol, m*p* 204=206®» (1*5 go) in pyridine-acetlc anhyd= 
rid© (igl, 30 OoOo) at room temperature for 48 hr* followed hy 
th© usual working up and crystallisation from chloroform= 
methanol afforded 3P»28=diac©toxy«l3P=hydrQxylup=20(3Q)=en©
as 6 lades, m,p„ 226-230®, [o] + 45»5® («.,1.93) A 2050 A.max o
(Ê ®  3»900)» This compound gave a yellow colour with 
tetranitromethahe and its infrared spectrum showed hands at
à r T %  J,
3460 om*^ (OH)^ 1739» 1712, 1254 cmo (OAc), 1645» 084 cm*" 
(vinyliden®)* (Founds C»75o3§ H»10al<, require®
0@75.26 H,10o0^)o
Treatment of the ahov© triol dlacetat© (200 mg*) in 
pyridine«ac®tic anhydride (Isl, 10 CoC*) at 100® for 3 hr* 
and isolation of the product in th® usual way gave unchanged 
starting material» moP. and mixed mop. 228=250®, [a] 4 5®
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(c»lo05). Identity warn confirmed by comparison of th© 
infrared spectra*
lorn of 53fi28=X)iacetoxy=15P=hydro3tylup=2Q(30)-=©n©
A solution of 3P»28=diao©toxy=l3^“hydroxylup=20(30)=enç (1 go) 
in dry pyridine (60 CoC.) was treated at 100® with phosphorus 
Oxychlorid® (8 OoCo) for 5 hr* Excess phosphorus oxyohlorid© 
was destroyed by cautious addition of crushed ice to th© 
cooled solution then the product was isolated by means of @ther 
and crystallised from ethanol as plates» moPo [@]^
4- 45® (&?Oo 97)o This compound was shown to be identical with 
3(3,28«diac©toxylupa-12@20(30)=diene (pol25) by comparison 
of their infrared spectra and by mixed m«po
Treatment of 38"Acetoxylup=20(50)=en=28;138«^olide with 
Hydrogen Chloride* - Dry ethanol (4OO CoCo) was saturated at 
0® with hydrogen chloride and was added in portion# to a solution 
of 3P=acetoxylup=2O(3O)-en=20@l38"Olid© (1 g*) in dry 
chloroform (50 OoCo) and dry ethanol (300 CoC*)* The miztur© 
was kept at room temperature for 6 days then was poured into 
water and extracted with chloroform* Th® cMoroform layer 
was washed with water (4 ^ 25O c*c *)» dried and evaporated 
to dryness to give a dark yellow gummy solid which crystallised 
from methanol as needles» mopo 298«'303®9 44.T® (©^ oOo
This compound gave a positive Bei1st©in. test for halogen but
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was apparently impure 38®“hydro3cylup«20(30)=en=28pl5P“©lid;e 
sine© it did not depress the m*p* of this compoxmd and the 
infrared spectra w@r© identical*
Dehvdrogrenation of Methyl Acetyl Betulinate with
r —  r f .  m i i i n c n K w A m » ^ »  « t « o - s > a i n ™ C i ™ ™  = r - n * - m s ™ « ™
Mercuric Acetate * Methyl acetyl betulinate, mop* 202=203®?
(10 go) in chloroform (300 CoC*) was treated with mercuric 
acetate (140 go) in acetic acid (2 1*)« The mixture was
maintained either at room temperature for I4 days or at 
100® for 6 hr* The product, isolated in the manner described 
for lupeol derivatives^was dissolved in bens©ne«light 
petroleum (18 4» 500 CoC*) and chromatographed on alumina (200 go 
The fractions (3.1 go)^eluted with the same solvent^crystallised
" j
from ehloroform^methanol to give methyl=38=ac©tQxylupa=12fl20(50)^
dien=28^oat@ as prisms, mopo 217=220®, 4- 60® (^,3o75)p
A 2060 Ao (6=70100)0 The infrared spectrum showed bandsmax o
at 17399 1253 cmo" (ester), 163X9 685 cra*"^ (vinyXidon®)*
(Founds ' C»??* 50 H,lOo2o 0@ g %  @ %  requires G »77o6  ^ H o9<>9^ )^
20(30) « A
solution of the above methyl acètyl ©ster (200 m g * ) in benzene 
(5 CoCo) was treated with methanolio potassium hydroxide 
(3^9 50 CoCo) and the mixture was refluxed for 3 hr* The 
product (173 mgo) isolated in the usual way, was dissolved
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in ether (20 ç ) and filtered through alumina* Elution 
with the same solvent gave material which crystallised from 
slight3.y Bqueous methanol to giv® me-^l°3P.:rjagga^^^
dien=26=oate as needles, mop* 182=184®& f 44.7® (o,1*l o ) »
! ■  I I II  « I i  É <  . •  *  I  ■ > .  1  I  C . “ A 1 *
A  _ 2070 Ao (Ê 6 ,320)0 This compound gave a yellow colour max o
with tetranitromethane and showed bands in th© infrared spectrum
1 â iisi
at 3571 cm*"" (oh), 1718 (CO^Me), 1637, 893 cm*
(vinylidene)0 (Founds G,79o40 H,lOo5<> requires
G,79.40 H,10o3^).
Hy d ro gena t ion ©f Me thy 1=3P =aoe toxy lupa «12j>20(3Q)° d^ ien - 
«2Q=oat@e « A Solution of methyX=3P”S'C^ '^ ©^ yltips^ ”12»20(30)*=* 
=dien=28«oste (230 mg*) in ethyl acetat©«glacial acetic acid 
(is 5^  150 CoCo) was shaken with hydrogen in th® presence of 
platinum (from platinum oxide, 50 mg*) for 20 hr* Isolation 
of the product in th® usual way and crystallisation from 
ohloroform^methaiaol gave me thy 1=3P «acetoxy ].up«12«®n=28=oat@
ftfinrmiiii i i 'mTtaPi’Tifc^ <f»E<iiaai.-i':jiAJLii/AiiLA:LgMifiA.iiJfi- ii,rBm=fbr* 02=c»fHisaB«5*K»
as blades, m«p. 215.5-217®, [«]g + 19.3» (2 » 1.14),
2050 A. (£.<<■ 5s500)o This compouad gav© a yellow colour
with tetranitromethane * The infrared spectrum showed “bands 
at 17399 1250 cm*"" (ester)o (Founds GpTTo^g H,10o2o 
requires 0,77 = 3% H»10o2^)o
SsISEMZS. S:Ë£2iKH. SL iglhyt-gP-apatoxylupa-ia,2 0(5 0)- 
Msa^20-oato. A solution of B)®thyl-5P»acetozylupa-12p20(30)-.
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di@n«2©«oat® (JOO mg*) in ether (50 OoC*) was boiled under 
reflux with lithium aluminium hydride (200 mg*) for 1*5 hr*
The product, extracted by means of ©ther (without using 
mineral acid), was oryetallis©d from methanol to give 
3Pp28=dihydrox,yXupE=12o2O(3O)=dlen0 aa rods* The melting 
point of this compound was rather indefinit®, apparently due 
to the presenee of solvent, hut th© analysis sample which 
was prepared hy several crystallisations from methanol 
followed hy drying under vacuum at 100® for 60 hr* had an 
initial m.po 196=198®* At this point the material resolidified 
and showed a second m*po 211=214®, 4- 6*6 ®» +6 ® 54»
1 o48) » 2070 Ao ( 6,500) o This compound gave a
yellow colour with tetranitromethane and its infrared spectrum 
showed hands at 3257 cm.*^  (OH)» 1626, 889 (vlnyliden©)*
(Found? G»81o50 H,Ilolo Os q H^q C^  requires 0,81*750 H,lloO^)o
The above diol was completely identical with that 
prepared by hydrolysis of 3PD28=diaoetoxylupa=12,2O(3O)=dl0ne 
which is derived from betulin diaeetate by mercuric acetate 
oxidation*
Acétylation of th© diol» mop* 196=198® and 211=214®,
(100 mgo) with pyridin©«acetic anhydrid© (1?1» 5 CoCo) at 
100® for 1 hro and extraction in the usual way followed by
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Gry@taillaatlorn of th© product from ethanol afforded 3P,20-
diaa©toxylupa«12»20(30)-dleme ae plat©©, mop* and mixed a*p.
©
177-179», [fiîJjj -9- 46». (&,0.54)',..^^gg./060.&. (£ - 7,500).
The Infrared spectrum showed hands atg= 17)6, 1238 oe*'*" (OAo), 
1629, 899 cm* (vlnylldene), and was identical with that of the 
dlaoetate prepared from betmlin diacetate hy mercuric acetate 
dehy drogenat ion * (Founds G@77*80 H,10o2* requires
O@77o80
aâiEMsls. o£ %Ëal";P-ËÊ@l2ai«m''i2,2o(5o).d^-28.
©at© with Sodium Ethozlde* « Methyl=38"acetoxylupa=12,20(30)=
ttaf pia#,,'i#ukw*' AiBUt'ü» «wsTæesiteftraÆXiItofeSTttyf» W P f  9* 4 f > « r
=dien«28«ôat@ÿ mop* 217=220®, (900 mg*) was heated in a sealed tube
with a solution ©f sodium ethoxid© (from sodium, 1 g*, in absolute 
ethanol, 30 OoOo) at 200® for 19 hr* The cooled solution was 
poured into water and extracted with ether to remove any 
neutral impurity* Acidification of the aqueous phase and
isolation of the product with ether gave an off«white solid,
crystallisation of which from methanol yielded 38 =hydrpxylupa« 
12»20(50)=di©n«28«oic acid as needles (290 mgo), mop* 289=291®
^ C' #■ «aia«ss5BKKïtosaais» ezRZHMtaw* 4a«w,53n*eK3ra ' ^  ^  r 4/ £m ^  tr
(vae.)j, [@]g 4. 61.2“ (e,0.54)» Agg^g.,2060 L  (g = 6,600). The
«ali t
infrared spectrum showed bands at 3456 cm*"' (Oïï), 1701» 1678 ùm7
i.
(COgH), 16)90 891 cm*" (vinylidene)* This compound gave a 
yellow colour with tetranitromethane. (Founds 0,78*0$ H,10o2* 
o|GHg OH requires 0,77.8# HplO*)^).
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30”Ao®tox,7lBBa‘*12,2O(9o)=dlen=28=ole Aeid. •= A solutioïi
^  j,  1  f  f . ' n i C T 'j n i i ■ H . m . i ' f e i i i i  L P j . i i  ^  W A u w k a z & f m A m  f e a ^ g j j  t f u u i K J '  r f t m j B r > T i » w g g . C T *
0f the above hydroxy acid (2)0 mgo) in pyridine () OoCo) wa© 
treated with acetic anhydride () CoCo) and the mixture was 
maintained at 100® for lo5 hr» The product» isolated in 
the usual manner was ©rystallised first from aqueous acetic 
acid and then from aqueous methanol to give 33 ==aoetoctlupa= 
12,20()0)=dien"28=oiG acid as plates » m*po 230=202® (vac*),
[®3jj + 68® (c_sOo59)p 20G0 A« (£•= 7b440)« She infrared
cai Cti
spectrum showed hands at 1759» 1247 om*^ (OAc), I706 om* 
(COgH), 1639» 891 cm* (vingrlidene)o This compound gave a 
yellow colour with tetranitromethane* (Founds 0,76*40 H,9o9. 
Gg3H^®0<io#G%0H requires 0»76ol# H»9o8^)o
Treatment of the above acetyl acid (45 mg*) with 
ethereal diazomothan© at 0® for ) daye followed hy filtration 
of the product in benzene solution through alumina (2 go) gave 
iaethyl«3P=aoetoxyli^ pa«12j520(30)=di©n=20™©at® as prisms, map* 
and mixed mop* 217'=*220®, -§• 63® (c^ plo22)o A comparison
of its infrared spectrum with that of the original ester 
confirmed identity*
Hydrolysis of M@thyl=3P=acetoxylup»>12«©n=28=oate with 
Sodium EthoxidOo = M©thyl«5|3=acetoxylup=12«en='20=oateo mop*1 , " f  1 ? Y '  r i * ^  t L c ' j  , , * « # * , ' ,  < 3 . n » « ; v r M r M F , . - a  « T  ^  ,  V £»
215o5=217®, (170 mgo) wa© heated in a sealed tube with a 
solution of sodium ©thoxide (from sodium, 200 mgo, and dry
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©thanol, 7 c.Co) at 200® for 17 hr* The reaction mixture 
was poured into water and the acidic product, isolated in 
the usual way, was crystallised from methanol to give 
5g=hydrox.vlup=12=en=28»oic acid «.as needles, m = po 287=289®
o
(vaoo), [a]jj + 10,7* (c.,1,02); 2060 A, (£«. 4»6oo)
The infrared spectrum showed hands at 5425» 5268 (OH),
esJ.
1690 cm* (CO^H)o This compound gave a yellow colour 
with tetranitromethane» (Found? 0,77.5# H,10o8o 
*^CHgOH requires H,10o7^)o
53"AcetQxylup«12«en=28=oic Acid* = The above 
hydroxy acid was aoetylated in the usual manner and the 
product was crystallised from slightly aqueous methanol to 
give 53=aoetoxylup=12=en=26=oic acid as plates, moP* 294«*295® 
(vac,)s [a]jj + 51,2* (2 ,0,67), 2060 A,, ( 6 =  4,900),
This compound gave a pale yellow colour with tetranitromethane 
and showed bands in the infrared spectrum at 1759? 1245 cm*'^  ^
(OAc), 1690 cm, (COgH), (Pound* 0,77.2* H,10,5. Ogg%qO^ 
requires 0,77*1* H«10,l^),
Treatment of 3P=HydrQxylup«12«©n=28=olo Acid with 
Hydrogen Chlorideo « A solution of 53“hydroxylup=12«en=28«oio 
acid, moPo 287=289® (vac*)@ (20 mgo) in dry chloroform (10 CoC. 
was treated with a stream of dry hydrogen chloride for
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45 minut©©» Working up In the usual way gave a neutral 
product whloh was dissolved in benzene =ether (isl, 10 CoCo) 
and filtered through a column of alumina (2 go). Elution 
with the same solvent gave a fraction (1? mg*) which 
crystallised from methanol to, give 53=hydroxylupan«20:l5p«@lid© 
as needles» m*po and mixed mop* 513“)15® (vac*)» 4* 41*5®
(£^ »0o)6}» Th© infrared spectrum was identical with that 
of the authentic saturated hydroxy lactone (poll?).
Treatment of Acetyl Qleanollc Acid with Mercuric Acetate* 
A solution of acetyl oleanolic acid (2 go) in chloroform (50 Co© 
was treated with mercuric acetate (10 go) in glacial acetic 
acid (200 CoCo) and the mixture was maintained at 100® for 
5 hro The product, isolated in the usual way» was identified 
as unchanged starting materialo The infrared spectrum showed 
no trace of a band due to a lactone*
Similarly» treatment of acetyl 18^«oleanolic acid» 
under the same conditions» gave unchanged starting materialo
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